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IN APPRECIATION
One of New Mexico's prime attractions, 'both to its own residents as
well as to outsiders, is its rich and deep history. Nowhere did Indian society have greater historical impact, nor was there any area of the United
States to which imperial Spain bequeathed such'an indelible legacy. The
pioneer period completes the trilogy and vies for historical attention.
With this historical background, today's society in the Land of Enchantment has need for substantial information concerning New Mexico.
Chief vehicle for periodical publication concerning the state is the New
Mexico Historical Review, which was born in 1926. In it, articles of maximum value have appeared quarterly for over a half century, representing a great treasury of authoritative information. However, with the
passage of time some of the most important issues of the Review have
become unavailable, with these out-of"print issues accessible at high
prices at rare book shops, or sometimes unobtainable at any price. With a
growing population desirous of becoming better informed concerning
New Mexico, the need to provide availability to such important material
became apparent.
The present reprint program was only a scholar's dream until farsighted citizens became likewise convinced of the utility of making
available a storehouse of knowledge, particularly focusing their concern
on educational need for republication. Max Roybal, Bennie Aragon,
Robert Aragon, Mike Alarid and Adele Cinelli-Hunley provided effective
leadership. Legislators Don L. King and Alex Martinez presented Senate
Bill #8 to the 1980 session of the New Mexico State Legislature and used
their influence and that of Governor and Mrs. Bruce King to insure
favorable consideration. The Board of the NMHR, speaking for followers
of New Mexico's important history, warmly thanks these friends for such
support.
Donald C. ~utter
Chairman, Editorial Board, NMHR

Cover design by Jan Carley, graphic artist, College ofEducation, University ofNew
Mexico, Albuquerque.
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CONSTITUTION
OF THE

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
(As amended Nov. 19, 1929)
Article 1. Name.
of New Mexico.

This Society shall be called the Historical Society

Article 2. Objects and Operation. The objects of the Society shall be,
in general, the promotion of historical studies; and in particular, the
discovery, collection, preservation, and publication of historical material, especially such as relates to New Mexico.
Article 3. Membership. The Society shall consist of Members, Fellows, Life Members and Honorary Life Members.
(a) Members. Persons recommended by the Executive Council
and elected by the Society may become members.
(b) Fellows. Members who show, by published work, special
aptitude for historical investigation may become Fellows. Immediately following the adoption of this Constitution, the Executive
Council shall elect five Fellows, and the body thus created may thereafter elect additional Fellows on the nomination of the Executive
Council. The number of Fellows shall never exceed twenty-five.
(c) Life Members. In addition to life members of the Historical
Society of New Mexico at the date of the adoption hereof, such other
benefactors of the Society as shall pay into its treasury at one time
the sum of fifty dollars, or shall present to the Society an equivalent
in books, manuscripts, portraits, or other acceptable material of an
historic nature, may upon recommendation by the Executive Council
and election by the Society, be classed as Life Members.
(d) Honorary Life Members. Persons who have rendered eminent service to New Mexico and others who have, by published work,
contributed to the historical literature of New Mexico or the Southwest, may become Honorary Life Members upon being recommended
by the Executive Council and elected by the Society.
Article 4. Officers. The elective officers of the Society shall be a
president, two vice-presidents, a corresponding secretary and treasurer, and a recording secretary; and these five officers shall constitute
the Executive Council with full administrative powers.
Officers shall qualify on January 1st following their election, and
shall hold office for the term of two years and until their successors
shall have been elected and qualified.

Article 5. Elections. At the October meeting of each odd-numbered
year, a nominating committee shall be named by the president of the
Society and such committee shall make its report to the Society at
the November meeting. Nominations may be made from the floor
and the Society shall, in open meeting, proceed to elect its officers by
ballot, those nominees receiving a majority of the votes cast for the
respective offices to be declared elected.
Article 6. Dues. Dues shall be $3.00 for each calendar year, and
shall entitle members to receive bulletins as published and also the
Historical Review.
Article 7. Publications. All publications of the Society and the selection .and editing of matter for publication shall be under the direction
and control of the Executive Council.
Article 8. Meetings. Monthly meetings of the Society shall be held at
the rooms of the Society on· the third Tuesday of each month at
eight P. M. The Executive Council shall meet at any time upon call
of the President or of three of its members,
Article 9. Quorums. Seven members of the Society and three members of the Executive Council, shall constitute quorums.
Article 10. Amendments. Amendments to this constitution shall become operative after being recommended by the Executive Council
and approved by two-thirds of the members present and voting at
any regular monthly meeting; provided, that notice of the proposed
amendment shall have been given at a regular meeting of the Society,
at least four weeks prior to the meeting wllen such proposed amendment is passed upon by the ·Society.

Students and friends of Southwestern History are cordially invited to become members. Applications should be addressed to the
corresponding secretary, Mr. Lansing B. Bloom, Santa Fe, N. MeL
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FORT FILLMORE
By COLONEL M. L. CRIMMINS
ABOUT

thirty-eight miles from El Paso, on the road to Las

I"l.. Cruces on Highway No. 80, we pass a sign on the railroad marked "Fort Fillmore." About a mile east of this
point are the ruins of old Fort Fillmore, which at one time
was an important strategical point on the Mexican border.
In 1851, the troops were moved from Camp Concordia,
now
I
El Paso, and established at this point, and the fort was
named after President Millard Fillmore. Fdrt Fillmore
was about three miles southeast of Mesilla, which at that
time was the largest town in the neighborhood, El Paso
hav~ng only about thirty Americans and some two hundred
Mexicans. The Rio Grande then ran between Mesilla and
Fort Fillmore. \
In 1854, while the then attorney general of the territory of New Mexico, Judge W. W. H. Davis, was visiting
this section, he visited Fort Fillmore. He described it as
a large and pleasant military post, built in the form of a
square. The quarters of the officers formed one side, and
the barracks of the enlisted men forming two sides, while
the south side extended to the Rio Grande.' There were
quarters for a battalion of infantry at this place. All the
buildings were of adobe, and quite comfortable. A post
garden furnished fresh vegetables for the troops, an item of
maximum importance on account of scurvy. At that time
1. The river is now two mil~s west of its former position.
may still be seen in Mesilla Park and at other points.
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the e-arrison was under the command of Major Electus
Backus, and it was manned by three companies of the 3rd
infantry.
Mrs. Lydia Spencer Lane was stationed at Fort Fillmore with her husband in 1860. Fort Fillmore was then
run-down, and had a very small garrison under two lieutenants, and there was no doctor at the post. In case of
medical attention being required, they sent to Fort Bliss,
forty miles south, or to Fort Craig, eighty miles north, and
a relay of mules was sent out to expedite the doctor's
arrival. It took a month to get letters from the East, and
the mail service was very poor, usually coming by way of
Santa Fe, or by the Butterfield Stage Line from Tipton,
Missouri, to El Paso. In the spring of 1861, the post was
so weak that when troops were sent out on an Indian scout
to Dog Canyon, ten miles south of Alamogordo, only one
sergeant and ten privates were left in command of the post,
and Mrs. Lane was put in charge of all the public funds.
This particular scout was probably only a ruse of the confederates to weaken the garrison, so they might loot it.
Colonel John Baylor was then gathering confederate troops
at El Paso, Texas, to use for that purpose.
Toward the end of the winter of 1860, the probability of
the Civil War was quite certain. The department commander at Santa Fe, aware of the weakness of Fort Fillmore and desiring to correct it, sent Major Gabriel Paul,
with several companies of the 5th and 7th infantry and
some mounted rifles, to take station there. Two doctors
also were sent there, First Lieutenant Cooper McKee, and
First Lieutenant Charles H. Alden. Major Paul being appointed colonel of the 4th New Mexico infantry (Dec. 9,
1861), he was succeeded by Major Isaac Lynde.
That spring a cloudburst in the Organ Mountains, fifteen miles to the east, flooded out the officers' quarters.
Many of the army officers in the West at that time
were southerners, some of whom resigned, passing through
Fort Fillmore on their way to Texas and other southern
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states. Among them were Colonel John B. Grayson, 2nd
artillery; Colonel William W. Loring, mounted rifles; Captain Cadmus M. Wilcox, 7th infantry; First Lieutenant
Lawrence S. Baker, mounted rifles; Major Henry Hopkins
Sibley, first dragoons; Lieutenant-Colonel George B. Crittenden, mounted rifles, General Albert Sidney Johnston,
lately in command of the department of Utah, and Second Lieutenant Joseph Wheeler, who was to take such an
important part in the Civil War as a great confederate
cavalry leader.
Loring had been in command of the department of
New Mexico, and resigned on May 13, 1861, but he still remained in New Mexico in the interest of the confederacy.
Major Sibley resigned at that time, and sent the following
letter to Colonel Loring from EI Paso.
Hart's Mill, June 12th, 1861.
Colonel W. W. Loring:
We are now at last under the glorious banner of the
Confederate States of America...
. We shall have no trouble in reaching San Antonio.
Four companies of Texas troops have been ordered to garrison this Post [Fort Bliss]. Meanwhile Colonel Magoffin,
Judge Hart and Crosby are very much exercised and concerned on account of the public stores here in their present
unguarded condition.
Meanwhile you may, by delaying your departure [from
New Mexico] a week or two, add much to the security of
this property. . .
.
I regret now, more than ever, the sickly sentimentality
by which I was overruled in my desire of bringing my whole
command with me from New Mexico.... I wish I had my
part to play over again...
Should you be relieved of your command too soon to
prevent an attempt on the part of your successor to recapture the property here, send a notice by extraordinary express to Judge Hart. Your seat in the stage to San Antonio
may be engaged...
Faithfully yours,
H. H. SIBLEY.
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All the troops of Texas with their supplies and equipment and funds had been surrendered to the Texans by General David E. Twiggs, on February 18, 1861, so conditions
were getting very serious.
Major Lynde had been repeatedly warned that the
confederates might take Fort Fillmore, but he took no steps
to fortify it. Some of his junior officers suggested to him
how he might make it more defensible, but he always turned
a deaf ear to all advice. On June 27, 1861, First Lieutenant
William B. Lane, Second Lieutenan.t Christopher H. McNally, and First Lieutenant Edward P. Cressy, with seventy men of the mounted rifles, rode toward Fort Bliss to
investigate the report of the approach of four hundred confederates, with orders to attack them if they were met, but
they were not encountered. About the end of June, the post
herd was stampeded by the confederates and forty-one of
their horses were stolen. As they could not be replaced
locally, forty-one men of the mounted riflemen were dismounted.
Affairs looked so bad, about the middle of July, that
Lieutenant Lane was sent to Fort Craig with a wagon train
of surplus supplies, so as to keep them from falling into the
hands of the confederates, in case Fort Fillmore should be
abandoned. He left July 24, 1861, with an escort consisting
of the dismounted "mounted rifles" riding on his wagons. A
short time after starting, the wagon master insisted on halting to rest the mules before starting the night drive across
the Jornada del Muerto, of over eighty miles without water.
It was evidently his intention to have the wagon train captured by the confederates, who were then marching toward
Fort Fillmore.
About nine o'clock that night, the sound of galloping
horses was heard, and Doctor Steck, the Indian agent, and
a strong union man, arrived and warned Lieutenant Lane
that two hundred and fifty mounted Texans were leaving
the lower valley, en route to capture the wagon train. It
was first planned to corral the wagons, and use sacks of
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flour and bacon for fortifications, and put the women and
children inside. It was then remembered that Captain
Alfred Gibbs, mounted rifles, was on his way to Fort Fillmore with a military escort, guarding beef cattle for that
post, and was due next morning at the "Point of Rocks" on
the Jornada del Muerto. A messenger was sent to him,
telling him of the plan of attack of the confederates, and
asking for reinforcements. Lieutenant Lane then decided
to push on toward Captain Gibbs, with all possible speed,
and so ordered the wagon master. By one a. m. the mules
began to give out and a halt was ordered, and shortly after,
Captain Gibbs and his escort joined them.
Notwithstanding the rumors of the movements of the
confederates, no precautions were taken by Major Lynde
to defend Fort Fillmore. On the night of July 24, 1861,
the garrison was sleeping peacefully, without taking any
measures to guard against the enemy, consisting of four
hundred Texans under Lieutenant-Colonel John Bell, who
were encamped only six hundred yards away, ready to
spring to arms for an attack at daylight. Luckily the confederate pickets had among them two former regular army
soldiers, and they came in and warned the garrison of the
plan of attack. A call to arms was sounded, the drums
beat with "the long roll," and the command turned out.
The Texans then withdrew across the Rio Grande, into
Mesilla, where they had many friends and sympathizers.
That same day, July 25, about four or five hundred men of
the garrison, under Major Lynde, marched on Mesilla, but
did not make an attack. The adjutant demanded the unconditional surrender of the confederate forces and the
town of Mesilla. The answer was, "if you wish the town,
come and take it." The Texans fired a few shots, and killed
and wounded some of the Union soldiers. Major Lynde
then ordered a retreat to Fort Fillmore, where they arrived
about ten p. m., crestfallen and indignant at the part they
had been forced to play.
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The next day, July 26, Major Lynde ordered a lot of
public property destroyed, and preparations to be made to
fall back on Fort Stanton, by way of San Augustine Pass
and what is now Alamogordo, Tularosa, and Ruidoso. The
Texans started in pursuit of the retreating troops on July
27.
When the post was abandoned, all available supplies
were destroyed, and when they came to destroy the hospital
whiskey, many of the men emptied their canteens of water,
and filled them with whiskey. The consequences may be
imagined. After marching twenty miles, and no water
being available, the soldiers were overtaken by the Texans,
and they surrendered unconditionally, without firing a gun.
No sooner had the surrender been accomplished than the
same officers who were responsible for bringing it about, by
their indifference, sympathy or treachery, now united in
charging the whole responsibility upon weak, old Major
Lynde. Major Lynde was, on Nov. 25, 1861, dropped from
the rolls of the army for this surrender, but he was reinstated as of July 28,1866, and was regularly retired on Nov.
27, 1866. Of the officers who were with him, some joined
the confederates, and others were placed on non-combatant
duty, such as recruiting and the quartermaster service. On
July 28, the Texans marched their prisoners to Las Cruces
and encamped there. They were later paroled and ordered
to Fort Union, New Mexico, en route to Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas.
The disgraceful surrender at San Augustine Pass probably was part of the plan of our treacherous secretary of
war, John Floyd, and of our equally treacherous adjutant
general, Samuel Mason Cooper, who had taken care to
place confederate sympathizers in posts of importance in
New Mexico. The soldiers of the regular army were, nearly
without exception, faithful to their nation. Had there been
any officer like Roosevelt or Funston present, who was not
afraid to assume authority, instead of a disgraceful surrender we might have won a victory.
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Fort Fillmore was never reoccupied by either confederate or union forces. The confederate invasion of New
Mexico swept northward, past Fort Craig to Socorro, Albuquerque, Santa Fe, and in the spring of 1862 it was well on
its way to attack the union forces which had mobilized at
Fort Union. But at Glorieta Pass, late in March, the confederates were checked and forced to retreat. The union
forces trailed them back down the Rio Grande and, with the
arrival of the troops from California during the summer,
the Mesilla valley and western Texas were again held by
the federals.
Today, the crumbling adobe walls of old Fort Fillmore
stand only as a mute reminder of an. inglorious episode of
the .Civil War. Such honor as should be given it belongs
rather to the decade from 1851 to 1861 when it served as a
frontier post for the control of maraudfng Indians; but the
records of those years seem to have been lost, perhaps at
the time when the fort was evacuated.'
SOURCES USED BY THE WRITER

Records of the War of the RebeUion, Series I, vol. IV.
Lane, Lydia Spencer: I Married a Soldier.
Davis, W: W. H., El Gringo.
Cooper, Maj. James, U. S. Med. C. :Narrative of the Surrender of a Command of
United States Forces at Fort FiUmore, N. Me;'., July 28, 1861.
Mills, W. W.: Forty Years at El Paso.
2. According to Lynde's own report, as quoted by Twitchell, Leading Facts of
New Mexico History, II, 365, the fort was evacuated at one o'clock A. M. of July
27th. Perhaps this explains the. curious fact that the flag was left floating over the
walls. In the disorder of those .midnight hours, the very flag was forgotten. As
related by A. J. Fountain, Sr., of Mesilla, it was noticed the next morning by a
veteran of the Mexican War who lived in that neighborhood, and he went and took
it down. At the time of his death, he gave it to Mr. Fountain's father, from whom
it passed to the present owner. Mr. Fountain wishes to retain the flag during his
own lifetime, but he feels that it should eventually be placed in the State Museum in
Santa Fe.-Editor.

CONVEYANCE OF PROPERTY, THE SPANISH AND
MEXICAN WAY

By

LOUIS

H. WARNER

would have the temerity today to tender in part
W
payment for a piece of land, a twelve yard dress?
he wished to do so, where would he find a gown with that
HO

If

much material in it? A coat, a vest, and a child's shirt were
once as acceptable as the dress. Everything else, in lieu of
money, seems to have had its value in the old days along
the Rio Grande in New Mexico. Conditions were surely different there before the Mexican War. Even the river itself
was known as the Rio del Norte or EI Bravo.
And it is not be to wondered at that things were different. A unique civilization had grown up there. Our
authentic knowledge of the region goes back to 1540. Tradition, a bit hazy to be sure, supplements this knowledge.
Let us briefly review events from the coming of the first
Spanish explorers, for they gave us quite definite data. They
found the valley already populated. In communities lived
an unusual type of Indian, who crudely irrigated the lands
and tilled the soil. He raised cotton and he wove. He
made pottery to meet his own needs and no doubt to barter
for things which he did not produce The Spanish name
for village, pueblo, was applied to them, to distinguish them
from the roving bands all about. By that name are they
known today. The roving bands cultivated little, if any.
They lived by the chase. This, they supplemented by raids
upon those who had. They were in more or less constant
warfare among themselves, although they moved in fairly
well-defined limits. The generally peaceful village Indian
was the victim of them all. For he it was who had, and
who saved up his food supply. So it was quite natural that
the pueblo Indian after a time welcomed the coming of the
Spanish, he submitted to their control, and in a measure
accepted their religion.
334
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These valley people were not of one linguistic stock.
They spoke many tongues. They had somewhat different
stories of their origin. N or were they particularly friendly
with one another. In habits, customs, and manner of living,
they were similar. Where they really came from, how they
happened to be so different is yet to be more completely
known. Further research will clear up much of the present
doubt. Legend alone does not suffice.
Their friendship for the Spaniards only intensified the
hatred of the nomadic Indians for them. The acceptance of
the new religion by the village Indian was resented. They
would have none of it, although the friars valiantly sought
to interest them. At this time, the world was afire with
religious zeal. The cross and the sword came in together.
One was as potent as the other. Out of all this came closer
contact between the Indian of the village and the newcomer.
In 1598, the first Spanish settlement was established.
It was about 30 miles north of the present city of Santa Fe.
The Indians with apparent good-will and under no compulsion gave up a choice spot at the junction of the Chama
with the Rio Grande. Thus their land relations started.
Of course, the villages occupied the most desirable locations.
Plentiful water then, as now, meant everything. As time
went on, more settlers came. They too wanted the better
lands and the more favored water courses. Close proximity
brought strained relations. Even the soldier and the friar
disagreed. Finally, in 1680, the storm broke, and the quiet
generally peaceful Indians of the villages for the first time
effected a successful coalition. When the bloody affair was
over, every Spaniard had either been killed or driven from
the country:
It was not natural for these people to remain in close
harmony for long. Dissension arose. Jealousies cropped
out. In about a dozen years the Spaniards were back, and
this time they stayed until the Mexican revolution of 1821.
The Spaniards had gained by their experience. They came
back somewhat chastened. Grants were authorized and
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made to the various villages. At the time there seemed a
real desire to protect the Indian in every way. Many a
cedula or royal decree was issued, placing the Indian under
the protection of the government. The viceroy was given
power to give them land as needed. Theoretically, this continued to the end of Spanish control; practically it did not
always work out. The distance from the home government
was great, the communication slow and arduous. Spanish
holdings were then worldwide. Some caused trouble, abuses
arose and became more frequent. On the whole, however,
considering the times and the prevailing conditions, the intent of the governing officials was to treat the Indian fairly
and protect him in his holdings. Then also the Indian was
permitted to buy and did so. Seldom did they sell and then
only under government sanction.
With Mexican control in 1821, there came a great
change. The Indian had taken an active part in the revolution. If of the village sort, he came in on the same footing
as the rest. He was given full power to alienate his lands
under very limited supervision. In the brief space of
twenty-five years of Mexican control many a large sale was
made, sometimes by the pueblo or village itself, more frequently by the individual, with or without the approval of
the pueblo officials.
The period to be considered is roughly from 1700 to
1846. At no time was money in free circulation. Of course,
coins were in use, but to a very limited degree. So the considerations prevailing in their transactions were only
changed by local conditions. Back in the interior little
coinage came, and yet, in spite of their seeming handicap,
men were as prone to trade then as now. Out of this rather
anomalous situation, there came into universal use a system
unique in its details, and probably, under all of the conditions prevailing, susceptible of much abuse. We have record
of it as far back as 1767. Probably it had been established
before; certainly with modification it was in use long after.
It was an invention to meet the needs of trade. How well it
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met them it would be hard to tell, conditions, the relations
of people of very different stations in life, making the
answer most difficult. However, trade went on under it,
which was something, at least.
This system provided for the peso as the basic unit. It
had four values, however, and here is where the abuse caine
in. No doubt, the unscrupulous often took advantage of the
unthinking by buying at the low standards and selling at the
high rate. It is easy to see how this might have worked to
the great advantage of some.
The peso de plata, silver or plate, was worth eight
reales.
The peso de proyecto, worth six reales, is hard to define. The last word means project, scheme, plan, or design,
which gives to it an ominous meaning.
Next came the peso de antiguos, meaning of the ancients or antiquity. Its value was four reales.
The last and the standard in most common use was the
paso de la tierra. Its value was two reales, only a quarter
of the first. As the name implies, it was of the earth, the
products of the soil. All produce from the land fell into
this category and as time passed, no doubt its use was
expanded to take in many other articles even remotely connected with the earth: getting their sustenance therefrom,
as the sheep, the goat, the cow, or the horse. There seem
to have grown out of this, however, pretty definite standards of values for the various articles included. So in reality if a sale were made for so many sheep or so much wheat,
the actual consideration paid could be, and in most cases
was, definitely determined in advance. Not infrequently, it
was so stated in the conveyance itself. For example, if one
were to sell a house for 100 pesos de la tierra or in products
of the soil, that would imply so much wheat or corn or whatever the commodity may have been until the total of it all
reached the specified number of pesos. The article and the
amount would be more likely enumerated than the total
sum involved in the sale. It was often suggested that the
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transaction was on the peso de la tierra basis though not
necessarily so specified. No doubt then another sale may
have been negotiated out of the buyer on the peso de plata
standard with opportunity for great profit thereby.
To almost all peoples, this phase of the law of contracts,
the consideration, seems to have been similar. The Spanish
law was of ancient origin. It has been influenced by the
early Italian, the Moorish, and more largely still by the
Visigothic laws. Still in this respect, it was not unlike the
old English common law to which the greater portion of
this country fell heir. The Spaniards seem to have thrown
around such transactions innumerable safeguards. Still
the growing ease with which their provisions were waived
greatly nullified their effectiveness. There was one law
which provided a remedy in the event that the seller
thought he had sold for less than the thing was worth, provided he made complaint within a certain time. However,
the transfers soon became filled with waivers of this or that
law. These were accompanied by statements of satisfaction
and contentment with the price and quantity received.
They even went further. The seller would assert that if the
thing sold was or might become of greater value, he made
donation of the same pure, mere, complete and irrevocable.
By this time, they had thrown away all the attempts which
had been made to protect them from themselves. I do not
mean to imply that all sales were for an inadequate consideration. Many a seller, be he Indian or Spanish, was quite
the equal of the buyer. However, the whole situation under
the conditions was full of possibilities. I fear too frequently these became actualities in practice.
Out of it all, however, there came a frankness that does
not prevail today. In many instances the amount received
was worded out in minute detail, so that the exact purchase
price no longer was a conjecture. One dollar or ten dollars
and "other good and valuable considerations" apparently
had not then been invented. If known, it surely was not in
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universal use. In many instances, which I will cite, the
articles used in lieu of money made up long and varied lists.
In 1708, near the present metropolis of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, a transfer of some magnitude was made. I
suppose today it would be considered a big deal, if the
amount of land involved were known.
Here is the consideration:
400 pesos in ewes at 2 pesos each
10 pesos in sheep at 2 pesos each
1 piece of linen at 12 reales per vara
1 mule at 30 pesos
1 fine scarlet skirt at 60 pesos
6 buck sheep at 4 pesos each; 24 pesos
60 fleece of wool for 15 pesos
1 silk garment for 50 pesos
4 cows with calves at 25 pesos each or 100 pesos
Some of the above items need elucidation. In the first
place, there is the then value of sheep, cows, and the mule.
The value of the fleece is fixed also. A comparison with the
present would be of interest. The vara was used in the
measurement of land as well as cloth. In Spanish days, it
was about 34 inches. The Mexicans used it later but it was
a small fraction less in length. Roughly, in both cases, the
vara was about a yard in our measure. But the relatively
high values of the linen, the skirt, and the silk garment are
to be noted. They all were no doubt imported. To understand them the times must be considered and the perils of
the sea given weight, but probably the largest item of expense was the cost of the overland trip from a seaport, via
Mexico City and Chihuahua; through the then El Paso,
now Juarez, and on northward. No doubt the journey as
then taken was over 2,000 miles. The vicissitudes and the
dangers of this trip were great. Conditions of haulage were
exasperating and tedious. To visualize it all, if one can, is
to consider things as of two centuries and more ago. Even
at the present time, that journey could hardly be thought of
without some misgivings. Then it was vastly worse. So it
is rtlOre to be wondered that the goods had come through
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at all, rather than the price which they had brought in the
trade.
In the earlier sales, land alone was considered. Occasionally, however, a house would be mentioned. In' 1747, a
house of fourteen beams was included. The price paid was:
A
A
A
A

dress pattern
gentle horse
mule which had been broken
cow

The exact significance of ·the dress pattern is not clear.
From its use elsewhere it would seem that the expression
could hardly have the present-day meaning, but rather the
finished product was in mind. One must know the adobe
house to appreciate the meaning of fourteen beams. These
are usually translated vigas, occasionally joists. The type
of house in use then was, and largely now is, of adobe or
sundried brick, one story high. This brick is much larger
than that generally in use the country over. It is simply
made and if kept in repair is very durable. The adobes are
piled one on another to the desired height. They are set
in more adobe. Across the top are laid large beams or
vigas. Crossways of these are placed smaller sticks. Over
all, is more adobe worked in loosely. The practice seems
to have been from the earliest times to describe these houses
by the number of beams or 'ligas, and rarely in any other
way. Of necessity, these beams h8,d to be placed rather
closely together. That space was not, however, uniform as
one cannot tell the exact size by the number of beams mentioned. Then, too, the house might be all in one room or
partitioned off into several.
The consideration of that period, however. sometimes
was quite different. In 1736, within twenty-five miles of
the present capital of New Mexico, 1,200 varas along the
Rio Grande were sold for four Indiam'" two bucks and two
squaws, all of good age. The length was rather indefinite
but the tract large. It was in the vicinity of Espanola,
now a busy little town on the narrow guage railroad. Its
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exact location was not susceptible of accurate ascertainment. Rarely did this sort of consideration appear, but of
course the traffic in captives of one tribe or another was
then, and even later, quite general.
About this time there sprang up in several areas a
rather universal description for length. It was from the
river to the hills. The river, although the banks have
shifted much in the last two centuries, could be fairly
easily found but the hills were everywhere.
.Just
which hill may have been meant was a conjecture.
Perhaps the back land was of so little value then
that it was given little thought as to whether the foothills or the high hills in the distance were really in mind.
In this uncertainty there was left much room for argument.
However, the values on the high lands then and even now
had often almost reached the vanishing point. The all essential thing was water and how far it could be carried for
irrigation purposes. However, the habit once established
has gone on, whatever the exact meaning might be in a
given case.
Often there were other deviations from the general
rule. A sword described as costing twenty pesos might suffice. Again an esteban, a piece of steel used for striking
fire, would answer all of the requirements, but generally the
transaction would be sufficiently large to call for a greater
outlay. This would usually mean a collection of articles, of
varying length. Probably the cow and calf would be found
the most often. The burro and the ox figured frequently.
Whatever the article used, the sum total value would usually
be computed in pesos or as we have come to use it, dollars.
In one case in 1753, the total so computed was 739
pesos. In this transaction were involved cows, bulls, sheep,
horses, and 1 blanket. This illustrates the minuteness of
the detail, down to a single blanket, in a transfer of this
magnitude.
The next year, 1754, the pueblo of Isleta, one of the
largest, and just below Albuquerqu0, ngm"ed in an interest-
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ing purchase. These pueblos are commonly thought to have
gotten their lands exclusively by Spanish grant in 1689.
This is not so. Many bought much, some bought more than
they were ever granted. Laguna, of which later, is a good
example. This Isleta purchase was for 1,300 pesos in
"goods of the Kingdom," a rather uncertain term. It was
provided that 800 pesos should be paid down, the balance
in October of the same year. Just what this comprised in
detail is not made clear. The purchase was of a grant made
to Diego Padilla in 1718. He subsequently died, and his
heirs made this sale. Later by two deeds, the pueblo of
Isleta sold part of it back in "Lo de Padilla" at Peralta. The
expression "Lo" indicates place, so it was in the place of
Padilla. A story is told of these transactions that the purchaser. became peeved because the Indians would not consent to the changing of certain lines and threw the two
deeds in the fire but that his wife rescued them badly
burned. There has been a long-standing controversy between the descendants of the parties as to exactly what
lands were covered by these deeds. It has led to much litigation. Only recently an agreement was arrived at that
will end this long standing source of friction.
In 1804, there was a sale for 300 pesos in five dry cows,
four milch cows, and fifty sheep.
The Indians seem to have sold by fields of rather uncertain area. Examples of this are:
In 1804, a corn field for a dry cow, a red bull, and six
sheep.
Another, a field for a horse which the purchaser states
cost hini two dry cows of the value of forty pesos.
The larger deals, or those attended by the longer and
more varied lists of articles given, are the most interesting.
Near thp. present town of Bernalillo in 1826, a strip
about twenty yards by 260 yards in our measure was sold
for:
6 sheep
5 serapes
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1 hand-worked spread
1 calf, two to three years old
2% fanegas of wheat
5 sacks of corn
1 pair fine stockings
1 pueblo belt
Into their transactions came several new elements.
The land, a strip much longer than wide, is very common.
Originally, the strips were more in proportion, but as
estates were divided, having in mind the frontage on the
river or the acequia, they grew more out of proportion until
today one may find a piece claimed which is twenty feet in
width by two or three miles in length. A serape is a shawl.
It may be of elaborate design. It was thrown over the
shoulders and was used in long horseback trips of that day
as a protection in inclement weather. The wealthy men of
that period would often wear a very beautifully colored or
designed serape of expensive make.
The fanega is a measure about equal to two and onehalf bushels of our grain measure. It had another use.
One would petition for two and one-half fanegas of planting
land. In other words, the amount of land that would
naturally be required to plant two and one-half fanegas of
grain. So general did this method become that a certain
definite amount would be meant if the grain were wheat,
another if corn.
The pueblo belt then and now is much used. It may be
very elaborate both in design and texture.
The stockings were no doubt imported. They were
without question of the fine handiwork of that period, and
expensive.
In that same year, and in the same locality, a piece of
land was sold which was described as barren. Nevertheless,
it brought the price and quantity of:
A good horse
A bull, 3 years old
A sieve
8 sheep
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The sieve appears quite often. No doubt it was used
then, as now, in the final cleaning of grain preparatory to
planting. This brings to mind the whole subject of threshing. Occasionally, today in the back country one will see
the old method still in use. A piece of ground is cleaned
and made very hard and smooth. The grain in the stalk is
placed upon it. Then goats, mules or horses are driven over
it again and again. In this way the grain is eventually separated from the straw. This grain, in the last process, is
put in the sieve. The Indians, particularly, are very careful
that the seed be very clean before planting. The threshing
plot is called an era. Sometimes it is located on a knoll so
the wind can circulate freely as the goats are driven about.
In this way, much of the dirt and dust is blown away.
About this same period, the consideration seems often
to have been in compensation for lost sheep, 100 or whatever the number may be. The shepherd then and now is
held to pretty strict accountability. In those days, he seems
frequently to have entered into a contract with the owner on
shares. There may have been a Navajo raid on the flock, a
sudden snow storm, or something due to his own neglect.
He is paying the penalty by a transfer of lands that he owns
to the owner of the sheep for the loss thus sustained.
Rarely did actual money become the sole consideration.
However, in 1836 we find a sale for "13 reales in effective
hard cash." In another, "in current money of the Kingdom." Usually, the actual money item was a small part of
the total. In a transaction involving 1,200 pesos, only 100
was in actual money, 200 in merchandise, and the balance in
two mules, two horses, and sheep at the prevailing rate of
the time.
In some transactions involving houses, the number of
doors and windows would be specifically set out. It is hard
to estimate any value for either without the house but it is
possible they might be detached and used elsewhere if not so
minutely mentioned. In 1816, there was sold land, a house.
two doors and three windows.
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Of course, the times are reflected in the trades by the
articles included. After the Santa Fe Trail became operative you find goods referred to that undoubtedly came that
way. An American axe was the only consideration in one;
an American saw was a part of the amount paid in another.
In the days of the buffalo, the hides figured often. The
Comanches would come among the pueblos with hides and
barter them about, so they became very common. The Mexicans, or before them, the Spanish, would organize buffalo
hunts on a large scale, largely for the meat, but later for
the hides as well. Sometimes, traders from the pueblos
would take along all the articles available for trade and
sally forth. The queer thing was that they were not friends
although they traded with one another. The next day they
might be engaged in deadly combat.
Rarely green peas figured. We find a transfer for a
horse, eleven goats, one-half !anega of corn, and two
almudes of green peas. The almud was a much smaller
measure than the !anega, the latter containing twelve
almudes. The price would indicate that peas were rare and
consequently costly.
Goats then as now were much raised. In consequence,
they appear often in the sales.
A good example of the variety of serapes appears in
the following list:
4 serapes in designs
1 serape in colors
A cheap serape
The other items in this deal were:
A team of oxen
2 cows, 1 with calf
1 donkey
1 pack saddle
1 axe
2 buffalo skins
A fanega of wheat
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The donkey and the pack saddle suggest early days and
methods of transportation. Of course, the burro and a
heavy load of wood are still common, but the pack animal,
so universal a century ago, has practically gone.
Chili and beans are the diet of many. This has long
been so. Here we find two strings of chili along with the
following to make up the required amount due in a purchase
of land:
1 hoe
1 blanket
2 goats
1 hide
2 fanegas of corn
9 almudes of corn
and a tract of land.
This was actually an exchange of lands. The value of
the one more than overbalanced the other, so it was necessary to make up the discrepancy with the numerous other
articles mentioned. Would it not have been interesting to
sit on the side lines and hear these details worked out?
As to the chili, let us digress. Today it is grown commercially in large quantities; a string will bring from a dollar up. I know nothing prettier than the strings of it,
red as fire, festooned to dry in the early fall. Sometimes
the house is hardly discernible in the mass. No doubt, its
value was no more in the old days. This illustrates well the
closeness with which bargains might be figured when a
string of chili became a factor in the consummation of the
deal.
These unusual payments were not always for land
alone. Two burros were paid for funeral expenses in one
instance; a goat, two deer hides, and a fanega of wheat in
another.
Most of the land of this period came by grant so we find
1,000 sheep the price paid in 1792 for one of uncertain
amount.
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In one case the land was the price of the marriage fee;
in another a threat of exposure to the authorities for unlawful participation' in the Taos uprising of 1847 was sufficient
to cause an Indian with the full concurrence and approval
of his pueblo council to give up a rather inconsequential
piece of land in a mountain area.
A typical case of pueblo purchase is Laguna. This
pueblo at some time or another has made five purchases.
The largest in area is Paguate, negotiated for at least 150
years ago. The last purchase made by this active and growing pueblo was in 1843. The EI Rito tract has h~d a career.
It seems to have once been in the possession of a Spaniard.
He was driven out by the Navajos. Later, Laguna pueblo
occupied it. Then they were ousted by the former Spanish
owners. Eventually, the pueblo bought them out and they
have the land today. The price which was finally paid by
them was:
75 sheep
'100 skins of standard quality of all classes
6 horned cattle-2 oxen, 1 cow, 2 bulls, 1 heifer
It will be noted that the skins played a large part, yet
there is nothing to indicate the kind. Apparently, there
was an option which could be exercised if the skins were
of standard quality, but whether that option was with the
buyer or the seller does not appear. There would be a wide
discrepancy if either were freely to exercise such an option.
However, the parties seem to have agreed, for there is no
notice of subsequent litigation over the matter.
At the beginning, I mentioned a dress of 12 to 13 yards.
It figured in this group of articles given. The others were:
4 pesos in cash
1 burro
1 serape in design
An American saw
14 goats with kids
2 teams of oxen
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Some pueblos occasionally sold, although this was rare.
One, San Ildefonso, finds itself today in bad shape. Much
of their better land has gone, and the water supply is a
problem. Just how their two sales of over a century ago
affect the present situation, it would be hard to ascertain. In
1820, they sold 1,416 varas, a large piece, for 428 pesos in
milch cows, oxen, burros, hoes, deer skin, and a bull. Seven
years later, they sold 230 varas more for an amount stated
only in oxen, cows, hoes, ready money, and coined silver.
All told, they sold 1,646 varas, a considerable part of their
original holding. Whether this was prompted by necessity
or poor management one cannot tell today. It is, however,
the largest disposal by any pueblo with possibly one or two
exceptions.
The Nambe pueblo, however, made a considerably
larger sale after the United States came into control of this
area, as a result of the Mexican War. The land has now
largely gone back to the pueblo and it is outside of the
period to which we are confining ourselves, and, therefore,
it is only to be considered here for its uniqueness. Always
witchcraft had played a large part in the daily life of the
pueblos. The Spaniards found it and tried to suppress it,
with rather dubious success. Many pueblos have suffered
severely in consequence of its prevalence· in the past. The
Nambe case was the last to come conspicuously into the
open. In 1854, this pueblo conveyed a large area to two men
for $200.00 which they needed to employ attorneys to defend certain officials of the pueblo who had been indicted for
murder because of the killing of a member of the pueblo
who was alleged to be a witch. We have the story of the
then federal district attorney, W. W. H. Davis, who wrote
much of this section. He caused the indictment to be found
and he conducted the prosecution. Eventually, all were
acquitted.
Certain localities reflected their local activities by the
goods they had to offer in the trade. Pelts began to figure
early. An example is:
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3 pelts, value 6 pesos
4 yards of cloth
cuartilla of wheat (a fourth of an arroba; about 6 lbs)
another:
2
1
1
2

chamois skins
burro
goat
fanegas of wheat

another in 1828:
2
1
1
1

chamois skins, 1 of 1 marca, 1 of 4% marca
buffalo hide
white elk
fat elk

All of these were of the chase and undoubtedly were
Indian transactions. Where the individual Indian alone
figured is hard to determine, for with the coming of the
Spanish and the general acceptance of their religion, the
Indian had a Spanish name by which he was christened.
Afterward he would be known by that name although he
had an Indian name as well. I have known of pueblo areas
where two of the same name will be found dwelling, one an
Indian, another a Spanish-American, who was a claimant
to land within the grant. The name would not be significant, therefore, of the race.
Rarely did the onion rise to the dignity of consideration. Here is an instance where it played its part, however:
the following items,
a team of oxen
1 burro
40 onions, and
a string of chili
bought land 50 by 160 varas.
The burro family often figured in payments for land.
A couple of burros bought a five-room adobe house. A
burro, five goats, one woolen spread, and four reales were'
sufficient in one case; a burro, a cow, twelve pesos, a team
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of oxen, and three peses in silver coin, in another; a burro,
a burrito, twenty goats, and 29% pesos in still another.
(the burrito is just the usual diminutive.) A couple, burro
and burra, paid in another; two burros, one burrito three
years old, one burro seven years old, twenty-six goats, a
serape, four rolls of punche, make up another list. (The
punche was the native tobacco.) A burro, a serape, a team,
eight oxen, and a blanket constitute still another consideration.
Again a burro brings a piece of land thirty varas in
width. The length is not given. This indicates the change
from the present, when a burro may be found in the pound
and way be disposed of for little or nothing.
At times buckskin figures as consideration. It had substantial value, and we find various examples of such use:
An Indian field was exchanged for a buckskin, a
Navajo blanket, and a saddle blanket.
Another, for a pelt and a white buckskin.
Another deal called for two white buckskins, two sheep,
and a buffalo hide.
One of the first things done by General Kearny when
he took possession in August, 1846, was to abolish the legal
paper which was required for deeds and documents. It
cost them $8.00 per sheet. Naturally enough, in the smaller
transactions all sorts of informalities were indulged in to
avoid this expense. Rarely, therefore, were these transfers
recorded. In fact, there was no universal recording system
in vogue until our day. But, of course, this formality was
sometimes insisted upon by the purchaser. Then the cost of
the deed itself became a part of the payment.
An early transfer in which this figured set forth as the
consideration:
a mare
a horse
a cow and calf
another cow
a tilmada
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a buffalo hide
cost of deed
(A tilmada was a blanket, which was used as a cloak.)
In another case, thirty-three pesos, a two-year bull, and
the cost of the deed were sufficient.
Sometimes the expression "rights of justice" was used
with apparently the same object sought as above.
In many instances something very out of the ordinary
would appear as the price paid. In 1834, a grantor must
have had a ravenous appetite or had conducted a general
barbecue, for he relates with all solemnity that he was conveying a piece of land 200 varas, and one-half of a house for
the yoke of oxen he had eaten.
Once an ear of corn sufficed in an agreement for the
occupancy of a piece of land. It was so recorded.
A cheese, a chamois skin, and 2 almudes of wheat were
once mentioned. This section was never what we now
would call a dairy region, so the wonder is where and how
the cheese was obtained.
Clothing at some stages would figure prominently in
part payment.
In one:
a cotton shawl
1 silk handkerchief
1 pocket handkerchief
12 pesos in reales
In another:
a silk rebosa or shawl
an ox
4 goats
a serape
1 burro
In another:
a
a
a
a

child's muslin shirt
gun
fat cow
I-year old caU
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In another:
a cape
a coat
a vest
8 pillows
an American blanket
1 fat ox
1 horse with saddle and bridle
In other sales bedding was not alone available but
acceptable in part payment. One instance:
a mattress
a mule
a carbine
5 reales
71 pesos
Another:
a mattress
1 fat goat
1 cow
1 team of oxen
9 almudes of corn
10 fanegas of wheat
9 reales
Another:
2 varas of bedcloth
a bull

Because of the expense to be incurred in the use of legal
paper and the necessary going before some official who
would execute the deed of conveyance, an inexpensive shortcut was early devised, and it came into very general use.
This was the endorsement over of the deed much as one endorses over a note today. Sometimes this endorsement
would be rather elaborate and state the terms; at others this
would be simplified; while in still others, particularly transfers within a family, the papers would merely be turned
over without any endorsement whatever.
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In 1824, a four-room adobe house was sold for 68 pesos
in products of the soil. Many years later, it was endorsed
over for:
a
a
2
1

cow
sieve
serapes
peso

An Indian conveyed land for an ox he had killed or a
horse he had drown; a mother conveys for love and affection; old people made conditional sales upon the promise of
care and assistance to the end of their days; and often they
made conveyance in lieu of. a promise of the payment of the
funeral expenses after their demise.
Sometimes the thought of the seller was sportive, as
when a piece of land was sold for a racing horse. This was
an Indian transaction:
It is but natural that the selling price would sometimes
fluctuate violently according to the value the parties would
place upon some of the personal articles available for use in
the trade:
a mule
a fat cow
3 sheep
a team of oxen
2 hoes
1 fan ega of wheat
12 pesos
2 pesos in products of the soil
is just what the buyer had; it was what the seller needed
more than the land in question, or at least he then thought
so and the exchange was made.
To another:
an ox
a hoe
71;2 fanegas of wheat
12 pesos
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was what the top of the market looks like to many now.
Necessity knows few laws today; it probably knew fewer
then. Four wagonloads of wood for four pesos was more
appealing than a piece of land 21 by 213,4 varas, near to
the Rio del Norte. What the circumstances were that made
this consideration appealing one does not know. Perhaps
the seller was an old man alone, or an aged couple. The
land was not over-productive, the wood a dire necessity in
their everyday lives. Maybe they were crippled, inactive,
and needed the warmth of the fire most of all. There is
many a pathetic scene today; imagination of what might
have been under the conditions then prevailing is easily
aroused.
On the other hand, some were improvident, others lazy,
and so the yearning for other things and perhaps other
scenes may have prompted these sales:
Land for a wagon and four yards of cloth
Land for a wagon and a mare and harness
Land for a horse, a saddle and bridle, and 25 pesos
A man may have been a peon. He may have been fortunate enough to have gotten out of the clutches of the
system. He may even have been given his freedom by his
deceased master's will, or fortunate enough to have accumulated a few articles, and he wanted to settle down to be
his own boss and perhaps to sometime become a master of
others.
So he buys in los te1nporales, a piece of land 64 by 110
varas. The name would indicate that it was in a dry farming area. He might later have tired of all this, and he endorsed over his deed for ten goats. With these ten goats
plus two in perfect condition he buys a larger trace and
settles down permanently.
Out a few miles to the north of Santa Fe a few sales
will tell the method of purchase.
In 1789, 180 pesos in products of the soil paid for 527
varas of land.
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In 1818,
a
2
8
a

mule value 100 pesos
serapes, 1 heavy, 1 black, value $16
varas land
three-room house

bought land 28 by 450 varas at J acona. This was once a
Tewa Indian pueblo. During the reconquest of 1693-4, it
was badly worn down. By the uprising of June 4, 1696, it
passed out. Eventually, the land became a Spanish possession and was such when the transaction was put through.
In 1824, a blanket in colors and a serape brought 12
varas.
In 1827, 1 hide, 1 bull, 2 almudes of corn were sufficient
to pay for 40 by 76 varas.
In 1831, 262 pesos in products of the soil and 2 mules
were paid for 145 varas in Pojoaque.
In 1841,
2 mules
1 burro
10 goats
17 pesos in cash
6 varas of print cloth
3 varas of muslin
10 fanegas of wheat

captivated the land owner.
In 1843,
1 mule
1 ox
10 hides
were all that were required for 400 varas.
In 1846, a peso per vara was paid for farming land.
This price is seen in many sales.
In 1846, however, 37 varas of land and 7 vigas of a
house were gotten for 28 pesos in products of the earth.
Algodones is an old settlement. One of the earlier military writers speaks of it in 1846 as large in comparison
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with the usual towns and villages seen; still in 1824, there
were sold there 178 by 42 varas for a cow and calf and a fat
steer, while that same year in another sale, another cow and
calf alone brought over 10 times as much. However, location and proximity to water was everything then.
Over the entire area property moved in spite of the
scarcity of coin. The only effect was to make stabilization
somewhat difficult and even that was largely overcome.
In 1772, sheep and coin of the usual price of the Kingdom were mentioned, while 30 years later in using these two
no reference to their value seemed necessary.
Some general samples of consideration show the great
variety of articles used.
1.

2.

3 year old steer
2 year old calf
2 fanegas of beans
1 goat with kid
2 serapes
50 varas of clothing
a saddle horse, spurs, bridle, all valued at 100
pesos
2 cows
2 ewes and lambs
1 axe
1 fan ega wheat
and other minor considerations

If the above were not minor considerations, one is led
to wonder what a minor consideration really was in those
days.

3.

4.
5.

3 cows, 1 with calf
1 ox
1 bull
1 blanket
1J2 fanega of wheat
some green peas
a blanket, a dress, 3 pesos
a mule
2 burros
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1 rifle
a locket in silver and crystal
a pair of oxen
a ewe
12 varas of savinilla

SaviniUa was a cotton cloth woven in ancient times.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

a team of oxen
2 goats
1 sheep
1 fanega of wheat
3 pesos in reales
2 goats
10 varas of cloth
rights of the deed
1 almud of beans
1 almud of corn
4 buffalo hides
6 pesos
600 pesos in products of the soil
2 teams of oxen
4 mules
6 cows and calves
1 ox
a blanket in colored design
1 serape in colors
3 pelts
rights of the deed
5 good serapes
rights of the deed
a gun
an axe
a serape
an almud of peas
6 pesos in cash
6 picked ewes
100 pesos de la tierra
126 pesos current in land products
1 vara per ewe for 276 ewes

In 1831, a plow and two oxen figured with other articles in the purchase of 580 varas of land. As late as 1928, I
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saw a wooden plow in use. It is doubtful if this plow could
have been more modern.
In 1839, six cows were given for a house, a lot, and 35
varas of other land, from north to south.
In 1840, 67 pesos were paid for a four-room house.
That same year but 41 pesos were given for 560 varas running ina straight line from the river to the hills.
In 1841, 111;2 pesos bought 45 varas of planting land.
In 1846, 350 pesos in good coin were needed to buy a
five-room house and 52 112 varas of land.
Two years later, a deed for a four-room house with
two doors and one window was endorsed over for 30 pesos.
These strange considerations had all been paid for
property of various sorts, usually real estate.
There was another sort of trade of which I have made
but a suggestion: that of captives in the raids and counterraids that were taking place more or less constantly.
Usually the children or the women were the victims of this.
A Mexican boy was captured by the Comanches within
the limits of Old Mexico as we now know it. He was ten
years old. His captors sold him to the Apaches, and a Mexican bought him for:
4
1
2
4
6

knives
plug of tobacco
fanegas of corn
blankets
yards of red Indian cloth

Another boy of the same age, captured by the Apaches,
was sold for:
1 mare
1 rifle
1 shirt
1 pair drawers
30 small packages of powder
some bullets
1 buffalo
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A young woman, whose husband and daughter of four
years had been killed by bands of Comanches and Apaches
apparently working together, was sold by the Apaches for:
2 striped blankets
10 yards bl ue cotton drilling
10 yards of calico
10 yards cotton shirting
2 handkerchiefs
4 plugs of tobacco
1 bag of corn
1 knife
One of the strangest of them all was a penalty inflicted
because of a marriage contract with a distant relative. The
contractor was ordered to pay 24 pesos de plata, but as he
declared there was no money in the country, he tendered
goods and livestock instead. He was ordered to pay 100
pesos, the value of three cows, and one steer, each valued at
25 pesos de tierra. The governor ordered the return of 42
pesos de tierra.
This last transaction is difficult to figure out on any
basis but it illustrates well the difficulties attendant upon a
currency arrangement based upon four standards of value.
It shows at the time the discrepancy between the peso de
plata and the peso de tierra.
I am sure you will agree that affairs along the Rio
Grande were very different then from what they are today.

JOHN G. HEATH

By the late WM. H. H.

ALLISON'

13 and 162 of Vol. I, and again on page 119 of
occurs the name, John G.
Heath, as one connected with a grant of land along the Rio
Grande valley, a short distance above EI Paso, Texas, soon
after Mexico had gained her independence of Spain and·
had established herself in the roll of free governments.
Thinking that perhaps some of the readers of the magazine
would be pleased to know something more· about this early
American adventurer than the casual mention of his name,
as being the grantee of a large tract of land from a sub-body
politic that was soon afterward conveniently found without
power to convey it; we feel at liberty to contribute for publication, some facts about his busy life, having seen him
in our early boyhood days. During the last three years we
have frequently had occasion to turn over and consult the
tablets of our memory in regard to what we have known and
heard of this truly unique character; for, in that time we
have answered several letters from two different individuals, both desiring to do honor to the memory of John G.
Heath, in the pages of history. One of these is the librarian
of The State Historical Society of Missouri; the other Mr.
Herman G. Kiel, a native of Gasconade County, Missouri,
but now an official resident of Washington, D. C. It seems
that after the lapse of almost one hundred years from the
time of the sitting of its first constitutional convention, the
state of Missouri desires to honor each individual member
of that body of pioneer statesmen with a separate biography, the subject of this sketch being one of them. Mr.
N PAGES

O Vol. 2, of Old Santa Fe,

1. With a letter under date of Albuquerque. June 5, 1915, the author (since
deceased) sent this paper for publication in the former quarterly, Old Santa Fe.
The author's foreword. therefore. is of that year as is alBo his acknowledgment of
indebtedness to Mr. Herman G. Kiel for many items which the latter had furnished
from notes gathered from the early archives of St. Louis, St. Charles, Franklin, and
Gasconade counties, Missouri.
J
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Kiel is engaged in writing a history of his native county,
and its pioneer settlers, and John G. Heath was one of
these. One commendable trait seems to be strongly developed in each of these wrlters; in this, they are very
anxious to be shown.
John G. Heath was born in the state of New York
and was a nephew of General William Heath (1737-1814),
of Revolutionary fame. At this time, it is next to the impossible to accurately state the date of his birth, or the
exact location of his father's farm, on which it is supposed
he grew to manhood. On this point it is sufficient to say;
that, because of a certain early date when he purchased
valuable property in the village of St. Charles, Louisiana,
when it was yet a dependency of the Crown of Spain, he
was probably bor'n about the year 1776 or 1777. He received a liberal education in the Latin, Greek, and English
classics, and in mathematics. Once in conversation with
David Ross, who claimed to have been a native of the state
of New York, where he was born in the year 1797, and who
had come to Missouri in his early manhood, and who knew
Heath well because of having had many business transactions with him; when the latter's name was incidentally
brought into the discourse, said, "The public road lay directly bytween Heath's father's house and the home of my
father, where I was born." Ross never claimed to have
known Heath in New.york, for the latter had, in ,all probability, left the ancestral home before the former was born;
yet on coming together in Missouri, the fact was established
as stated by him.
Just what year the subject of this sketch crossed the
Mississippi River and took up his residence in the Province
of Louisiana will probably never be known. Among the
early records of deeds in St. Charles County, Missouri, appears one made by Robert A. Heath to John G. Heath, conveying a piece of property in that place for the sum of $150.
This instrument bears date July 1, 1800. It has been said
that this Robert A. Heath was a brother to John G. Heath,
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but this lacks confirmation. It is more than likely they were
cousins.
The next we hear of Heath is in the year 1808, for in
the spring of that year he, in company with one William
Christie, came up the Missouri River, and manufactured
salt at a salt spring fifteen miles west of where the City of
Boonville now is, near the Lamine River, about nine miles
above its mouth. This business was kept up for many
years, at the rate of about eight or nine months in the year,
returning to St. Louis annually about the first of November,
in order to escape any danger from hostile Indians. At this
business Heath grew rich, and was familiarly called "The
Big Salt Man." Because of this early business, Heath, no
doubt, made the first improvements on the south side of the
Missouri River, and west of the Osage River. As the narrative progresses we always find him in the van.
On .July 4, 1808, the people of the village of St. Charles,
Missouri, and vicinity, assembled at that place to celebrate
the anniversary of our independence as a nation. John G.
Heath had been chosen to deliver the oration for the day.
Colonel Timothy Kibby presided and introduced the
speaker. This oration was reported for and published in
Vol. I, No.4, of the Missouri Gazette, of Tuesday, August 2,
1808. A part of this speech has been reproduced in a "Facsimile Reproduction of First Page of Early Issue of the
Missouri .Gazette, Oldest Newspaper in Missouri," on page
566 of a volume entitled, "The State of Missouri. A Biography. Edited by Walter Williams, for the State of Missouri, for the use of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,
1904."
The orator, before beginning his speech, used the timehonored formality: "Fellow Citizens," but a little further
on, when he found himself well warmed up to the occasion,
he exclaimed, "Fellow Citizens of Louisiana"; and in that
exclamation he was perfectly right, for it was to be four
years and five months, lacking but one day, before the Territory of Missouri was formed by act of congress. Consid-
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ering that in all probability the remainder of the speech,
not reproduced, was in all respects equal to the two columns
appearing in the reproduction (and it is reasonable to so believe it was), then, probably at that time no other man living within the bounds of the Louisiana Purchase could have
delivered an oration more eloquent, and in every way befitting the time and occasion. The country had recently been
acquired by purchase, and attached to the domain of the
United States; while many of its people had as recently
severed their allegi"ance from two great nations beyond the
Atlantic Ocean, both of which had lately possessed it, and,
by the terms of the treaty, had conformed their allegiance
to the United States. All these facts had been studiously
considered, and the address made to fit them in every detail.
The speaker disclosed the fact that he had known of Lindley
Murray (1745-1826), and that he had cultivated a close
acquaintance with the best English writers and speakers of
the eighteenth century, and there have been none greater
since.
Before proceeding further with the story of Heath, we
propose to give a few items gleaned from this publication,
the "oldest newspaper in Missouri." The name of the
paper, Missouri Gazette, stands immediately over the third
and parts each of the second and fourth columns, the latter
being the last column; each initial letter being an italicized
capital, followed by italics of the great primer variety.
This sheet is No.4, Vol. T, and bears date, Tuesday, August
2, 1808, and, being a weekly, leads us to believe that the first
issue came from the press on Tuesday, July 12. At the
head of the second column is the space reserved by the publisher on which is erected his masthead, using newspaper
parlance. This standing notice reads as follows: "St. Louis,
Louisiana. Printed by Joseph Charless, Printer to the Territory. Terms of Subscription to the Missouri Gazette,
Three Dollars paid in Advance. Advertisements not exceeding a square will be inserted one week for one dollar,
and fifty cents for every continuance, those of a greater
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length in proportion. Advertisements sent to this office
without specifying the time they are to be inserted, will be
continued unto forbid, and charged accordingly." The
word "unto" preceding the word "forbid" undoubtedly appears because of a typographical error. The first column
is given over entirely to advertisements, headed with one
reading as follows: "Cash given for bills of exchange on
the government, Wilkinson & Price. St. Louis, July 12,
1808." And a second insertion of this card appears near
the foot of the second column, showing conclusively that
Uncle Sam had already established his credit in his newly
acquired domain. Then there appears a list of unclaimed
letters remaining in the post office at St. Louis, July 1, 1808,
signed, "R. Easton, P. M." This card occupies two-thirds
of the column, much more than necessary~ owing to the
manner in which the matter is displayed; after the caption
appears the letter A in the middle of the column, under
which are all the names beginning with that letter, and so
on through the alphabet; many of the lines appearing almost blank. Then appears this announcement: "A variety
of school books for sale at_ this office," and the same card
appears again at the foot of column two. "Blanks Printed
At this Office, On reasonable teams." stands at the foot of
the first column. In the second column, just under the
masthead, appears this announcement: "Sales at Auction."
Then follows a list of miscellaneous articles, among which
are listed, best cognac brandy that has been more than three
years in cellar at this town, cloths, calicoes, Irish linen, saddlerY,tobacco and hardware. The third and fourth columns
are entirely taken up, with Heath's oration, and at the foot
of the latter, in a bracketed space, the reader is asked to
"(See 4th Page)" All through Heath's discourse there is
the frequent use of the "f" for the "s", and likewise the
double "if" for the double "ss", though these letters as we
use them today, are frequently seen in their proper places.
The only reason for the promiscuous use of these letters at
that time, is the fact that they were slowly finding their
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legitimate places in English literature; and, not many years
afterward, the pages of books and newspapers appeared
more nearly as they do now. How are we to account for the
frequent repetition of business cards in this issue of the
paper when it is reasonable to suppose that Heath's speech
occupied at least one-fourth of its entire space; and when
we consider too, that allotted to the editorials, and the scissors and paste-pot contributions, commonly called miscellany? Let us suppose that inasmuch as the paper was a
new venture, the first in that part of the Louisiana Purchase, business men had not acquired the habit of placing
cards announcing their various occupations, and their goods
and wares for sale to the general public. However, the
weakness of the venture, like many others since, must have
been noticeable from the first issue; for, before the year
ended, in order to avoid complete failure the Missouri
Gazette suffered itself to be taken over by The St. Louis
Republican, now the St. Louis Republic, which dates its beginning from the year 1808. The copy from which the
impression was taken bears the name in script, of Capt. S.
Vrain, evidently meaning, as we would write it now, Capt.
St. Vrain. This individual, no doubt, was an ancestor, or
was collateral with the ancestors of the St. Vrains that became residents of New Mexico less than twenty years later,
where their influence for good was keenly felt during the
remaining years of the past century.
We have stated that Heath began the manufacture of
salt at "Heath's Salt Lick," fifteen miles west of Booneville,
Missouri, in the year 1808, and that he continued the business for many years, returning to St. Louis with the product
of his labor late in the fall, so as to escape the possibility
of coming in contact with unfriendly Indians that al111u:llly
wintered near by. That John G. Heath was acquaintl'd
with Chiefs Quashgima, Keokuk. and Elundo. the !:lttl'~'
being one-half of French blood. who governpd tht' ]ocal Sal',
or Sauk Indians during these years, thpre can be but lit t It'
doubt; and that two of his Negro slaws had an opportunity
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of becoming much better acquainted with them than their
master ever wished to be, there can be less doubt; for,
during the month of May, 1814, these two men, while in
the forest chopping wood with which to keep their master's
furnaces going, were surprised and carried away by the
Indians. Heath and one Alexander Allison at the head of
a small party of volunteers, went in pursuit of the savages,
but their effort to regain possession of the Africans proved
abortive. This tragedy, though bloodless and among the
last to be perpetrated in that region by the Indians, furnished the text for many fireside stories for years afterwards. At that time Ma-ka-tac-mish-lia-kiac, later known
as Black Hawk (1767-1838), and who later became a famous chief and leader of his tribe in Iowa and Illinois, was
a warrior in the "Boone's Lick Country."
July 5, 1814, John G. Heath was married to Hattie McDonald, in St. Charles County, Territory of Missouri, the
ceremony being performed by Daniel Colgan, a justice of
the peace of that county. And in August of the same year
he was elected a member of the legislature of the Territory
of Missouri, for St. Charles County. This probably was
the first assembly.
And now the scene changes. On January 23, 1816, that
portion of the Territory of Missouri, which had been semiofficially known for more than a decade of years as the
"Boone's Lick Country," was by act of legislature formed
into Howard County, and the territorial laws extended
over the same; and Hannah Cole's Fort, which was then
where the city of Booneville now is, was designated as the
temporary seat of justice; and there the first term of the
circuit court was held, being on the second Monday (8th
day), of July, 1816. The officers of this court were David
Barton, judge; Gray Baynum, clerk; John G. Heath, circuit
attorney; Nicholas S. Burkhart, sheriff. The latter, being
a Virginian by birth, was beyond doubt collateral with the
ancestry of our well-known citizen, Hon. Summers Burkhart, United States attorney for the District of New Mex-
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ico. It was at this term of court the following named commissioners were appointed by the judge to select a permanent seat of justice for the new county: Benjamin Estill,
David Jones, David Kincaid, William Head, and Stephen
Cole; and eight days after, on the 16th of the same month,
they came into court and reported that they had selected the
town of Old Franklin, on the north side of the Missouri
River, for the future county seat. William Head, one of
the commissioners was of the ancestry of Hon. La Fayette
Head, who was twice a member of the legislative assembly
of New Mexico, being president of the council in the 8th
assembly in the year 1858, and later the first lieutenantgovernor of the state of Colorado. This the writer learned
from a personal interview with Governor Head soon after
his election. This noted place, from that time for several
years, grew rapidly until it became the second town in size
in the state, and immediately became the eastern terminus
of the Santa Fe Trail, and there Heath, who always kept
both his eyes keenly set for the perception of any business
opening that might occur, opened a large general store,
which business, according to tradition, was continued until
about the year 1825.
The scene changes again to St. Charles County, and
there is found among the old records of that county, an instrument by which John G. Heath conveys property valued
'at $3,000 to Robert A. Heath, and on the same day, September 22, 1818, an agreement is entered into whereby they
became j oint owners of all their property; and in the following year, on April 27, 1819, these two gave bond in the
sum of $1,000, as agents of Rene Dodier of near St. Charles.
And again the scene changes to the other side of the Missouri River, in Franklin County, and here is found in the
circuit court records of that county the following entry:
"Edward Bates and John G. Heath, licensed attorneys and
counselors at law, were admitted to practice in this court,
and Edward Bates was received as deputy circuit attorney
in place of Joshua Barton, circuit attorney, absent." This
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term of court was held at the town of Newport, Monday,
July 12, 1819, and probably was the first term after the organization of the county, which took place on the 11th day
of December of the previous year. At this term of court,
one David Shelton was indighted and arraigned for "stabbing." Heath defended the accused before a jury of twelve
"good and true men taken from the body of the county," and
such were his powers of eloquence before the jury that his
client got off with a fine of one dollar and three months'
imprisonment in the county jail. This was doing fairly
well, considering the fact that he was opposed by probably
the best lawyer then living west of the Mississippi river,
and who later served at attorney-general in President Lincoln's cabinet, Edward Bates (1793-1869).
And now the scene changes again, this time farther up
the Missouri River, where Heath becomes joint owner of a
tract of land on Big Island. We here quote from "History
of Gasconade County, Missouri," pages 633-634: "One of
the earliest purchases of land in this county was that by
Robert A. and John G. Heath, of 160 acres of land on Big
Island, opposite Cote Sans Dessein, of Joseph Rassene who
claimed preference to purchase by reason of actual habitation and cultivation, agreeable to several acts of congress,
which preference he transferred to Robert A. and John G.
Heath, December 21, 1818, for $300. This preference
Joseph Rassene (or Rassein) acquired by marrying the
widow of Jean Baptiste Paraw. The Big Island was situated at the mouth of Osage River, opposite Cote Sans
Dessein." The details of this early transaction reveal the
fact that Uncle Sam was taking care of the acquired rights
of his French subjects, that had vested in them before the
treaty of April 30, 1803.
By act of congress, approved March 6, 1820, the people
of the Territory of Missouri, then organized into fifteen
counties, were authorized to hold an election on the first
Monday and the two succeeding days of May, 1820, to
elect delegates to a constitutional convention to be held in
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St. Louis, then the territorial seat of government, on June
12, of that year. John G. Heath was elected to represent
Franklin County. This body of state-makers, consisting of
forty-one members (all of whom were slave-owners), convened on the day appointed, and continued in session five
weeks, during which time they drafted a fundamental law,
that, with a very few amendments, served the people of
Missouri for forty-five years. This fundamental law was
never submitted to a vote of the people for its adoption or
rejection, but took effect from and after its adoption by the
convention. This omission was probably owing to the
fact that the enabling act did not require it to be thus submitted; and again the eagerness to get into the union, and
the short time they had in getting the constitution before
congress at its first session; with the hardships and slowness of travel over almost impassable roads to the national
capital; all these together sufficiently excused the convention for the lack of the usual courtesy extended the sovereign people on such occasions. And a further proof of the
fact that the people were very anxious to secure their
sovereignty as a state, all state officers and members of the
first legislature were chosen at an election held on the
fourth Monday and the two following days, being the 28th,
29th, and 30th of August, 1820. At this election John G.
Heath was chosen a member of the lower house for Franklin County.
The first legislature met early in the month of November, and, on the 25th of that month an act was passed creating Gasconade County out of the western part of Franklin
County, and by that act Heath became a_ resident of the
newly created county. And in the further organization of
this municipality Heath w3;s again in the van. Being a welltrained disciple of Euclid (fl. 300 B. C.) he was appointed
county surveyor, an office he seems to have held for nearly
twelve years, beginning in January, 1821, and continuing
until July 27, 1833. One of his first acts as a civil engineer
was to layout and plat the town of Gasconade, conveying
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the fifty acres of land on which the plat was made, jointly
with Robert A. Heath, to the county for the sum of $10.
This place, situate at the mouth of Gasconade River, immediately became the county seat. Heath here kept a general
merchandise store, and was granted a license for keeping
a ferry over the river. The first term of the circuit court,
beginning July 23, 1821, was held at Heath's house. Nels
Willson and John G. Heath were enrolled as practicing attorneys and the latter was appointed circuit attorney. Gasconade, that now has probably not more than twenty inhabitants, at one time in competition with other towns, came
within two votes of being made the capital of Missouri. It
is a station on the Missouri Pacific Railroad, and was the
scene of the wreck known as the Gasconade Bridge Disaster
of Nov. 1, 1855, which the writer well remembers. Whether
Heath was a member of any subsequent legislature will
probably never be known; for, since the destruction by fire
of the state building at Jefferson City in the year 1837,
when many of the records of the earlier legislatures were
almost entirely destroyed, it has been impossible to make
lists of members that could be relied upon as absolutely
correct.
And now we come to, or near the period when Heath,
having grown wealthy, and being still ambitious in his desire to make further conquests and state building, became
interested in a colonization scheme in the Rio Grande Valley, in the Province of New Mexico. At first we thought
Heath reached Santa Fe over the plains, probably in a caravan conducted by Captain William Becknell; but, on further
inquiry we are now justified in saying that he went to Texas
in company with Stephen F. Austin (1793-1836), who succeededhis father, Moses AustilJ in the inheritance of his
great wealth in Missouri, and his colonization scheme in
Texas, early in the year 1823. The Austins came to Missouri from Durham, Connecticut, via Virginia, early in the
nineteenth century, and immediately invested largely in the
Territorial Bank of St. Louis, and the lead mines at Potosi
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and Herculaneum; the father being a charter member of
the bank. Heath was well acquainted with both father and
son; and there is a tradition to this day in central Missouri
that John G. Heath went to Texas about the year 1823, and
settled at or near San Jacinto, and was connected with a
land grant at Bracito, on the Rio Grande.
One often pauses to consider what manner of spirit
possesses and impels men to travel long distances over
stretches of country apparently almost destitute of anything that might appeal to one's comfort, and at the same
time incurring many dangers from hostile bands of savages; leaving behind them many millions of acres of the
richest of lands that have never been disturbed by the plow.
It is the spirit of adventure; the spirit of conquest; the
spirit that impels one to attempt to succeed where perhaps
another has failed in his first venture. It was this spirit
that caused John G. Heath, though possessed of ample
wealth, and numerous friends that were ever ready to confer upon him any official honor that he might ask of them,
to quit one of the greatest states in natural resources in the
world, and desire to begin life anew in a strange land and
among a foreign and strange people.
When John G. Heath bid farewell to the paternal
manse in the state of New York, and started on his journey
to St. Louis, Louisiana, he, of course, had some vague ideas
of conquest, but they were all more of a patriotic nature
than otherwise. In all that can be learned of him he seems
never to have been in any way associated with Burr and
Blannerhassett (1756-1836 and 1764-1831), in their conspiracy to seize and conquer Louisiana, and erect an empire
rivaling the United States. The desire of the people of the
slave-holding states for additional territory in which to
exploit African slavery, began to take root about the year
1820, the year the elder Austin took us his residence in
Texas, and,..there was never lacking the necessary nourishment to continue their growth until they were so firmly
rooted as to be able to wrest the province of Texas from
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the Republic of Mexico.. And the spirit of conquest soon
thereafter resulted in the reduction of the territory of the
Republic of Mexico so as to reduce it to its present size;
Heath himself, because of advanced age, taking no active
part.
That John G. Heath remained several years in Texas
and Mexico there is little doubt. We are not able to say
whether he made a second trip to Mexico; but we do know
that he, in his itinerary of that country, was at one time in
Vera Cruz; for, at the beginning of the Mexican War he
made the assertion that "General Scott will never take Vera
Cruz. The place is too strongly fortified. I have seen the
fortifications myself. They are too-strongly built to be reduced by any artillery the general is able to bring against
them." We are strongly of/the opinion that Heath made a
second trip to Mexico, the latter being at some period between the years 1837 and 1845; and for two reasons: first,
he retired from the manufacture of salt, where he had carried on the business for many years in Cooper County, in
the month of August, 1837. This we know from tradition,
and also from a copy of The Booneville Observer, of that
date, which came into our hands as far back as the year
1866. In that paper appeared an advertisement, filling
about as much space as a square, directed "To All to Whom
It may Concern," informing them that he was about to "retire forever from the manufacture of salt," his object being
to "square" himself with the world, and that he might be
the more able to do so with the world, every person that had
received credit at his hands, was most courteously asked to
pay up without further notice. That "ad" surely displayed
the humorous vein in Heath's personality, and we are sorry
we are unable to quote it from beginning to end.
The second reason for believing Heath made a second
trip to Mexico is, that had he gone to Vera Cruz as early as
the year 1823 or 1824, he would not have seen those powerfully built fortifications that he thought were sufficiently
strong to resist successfully Scott's heaviest artillery. In
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addition to his great wealth, Heath was abundantly prepared to travel and sojourn in Mexico, because of his knowledge of both the Spanish and .French languages, having
learned these in St. Louis and St. Charles, and it has been
said that he was always ready for a conversation in Latin.
He, no doubt, spent considerable time "seeing" Mexico's
principal seaport, as well as other of her larger cities, including her capital.
John G. Heath was a man of fine business qualifications, and was always ready to engage in any enterprise
where a legitimate gain was likely to be obtained; and, in
most instances he was a man of excellent poise. Yet he
was not wholly without occasional eccentricities; for, on
one occasion while sojourning in Mexico, .he was charged
with having impersonated a Roman Catholic priest, and was
seized and cast into prison. His free use of the Latin
idiom when in the company of Latin scholars probably
lured him on in making the pretense, which at first was not
thought of. However, he suffered but little, if any, because
of the "trifling incident," as he termed it, and was soon
afterwards restored to his liberty. And on another occasion
while there he became so over-generous as to scatter handfuls of silver coins among the poor people that chanced to be
near him. How many years after this prodigal freak was
enacted by Heath until Governor Manuel Armijo performed
a like stunt in the city of Chihuahua during the Mexican
War, while on his hurried journey to the City of Mexico,
will probably never be known; and to determine this, it
would be necessary to find whether Heath made a second
trip to Mexico, and during which trip it was that he was so
generous w,ith his money. The motive that actuated
Heath's generosity has never been clearly understood, but
it has been surmised that the fear of bodily injury was entirely wanting. Not so with Governor Armijo, who was
threatened with great violence because of his refusing to
defend Santa Fe against General Kearny's invading army.
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Heath brought home from Mexico, seeds of a fine variety of the clingstone peach, which he successfully propagated; and at this time there are but few orchards in Missouri without the Heathpeach, and for many years nurserymen have advertised and sold them in many other parts
of the country.
After Heath returned from Mexico, following the failure of his land grant venture, he moved his family to Cooper
County, and again began the manufacture of salt, at the
same place where he and William Christie had first begun
the business in the yea.r 1808, and there he continued until
August, 1837, as already stated, when he announced that
he had "blown out the fires forever." During these years,
Heath planted another furnace several miles west of the
original one at another salt spring, and there he carried
on the business with such success as to give his name to
Heath's Creek, and Heath's Creek Township, in both Pettis
and Saline counties. The decline in the price of salt, because of its importation from beyond the seas to New Orleans and other points of entry, free of freight charges,
(being carried as ship ballast), was the prime reason for
the "blowing out forever" of the fires under Heath's salt
kettles.
Many times has the story been told that Heath died
without having first revealed where he had secretly hid a
coffee pot full of gold coins, in the bluff opposite his salt
furnaces; but those understanding him best believed that
he terminated this savings-bank transaction when he moved
back to his former home on the Gasconade River. However,
Heath was addicted to making occasional deposits of coins
in unusual places; 'for, on one occasion my fatper, who for
several years was one of Heath's foremen about the furnaces, on his way to the works one morning after a heavy
rain had fallen during the night, discovered a partly uncovered keg of silver coins, that had been buried in a small
arroyo a quarter of a mile from the furnaces. On his arrival at the furnaces my father informed Heath of his discovery and that he might find a more secure location in
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which to make his cache in the future. Heath's reply was:
"I am glad you have called my attention to that matter. I
will have the keg brought in"; and calling two of his slaves,
he charged them to take a yoke of oxen and a cart and bring
the money to the furnaces. It is not likely that Heath ever
lost any money because.·of",his "sand bank deposits," for
these probably only awaited his annual trips to St. Louis,
where he did his principal business in a mercantile way.
After his return to his former home, Heath became a member of the county court of Ga.sconade County. After the
year 1840, the county re-:::ords fail to disclose the fact that
Heath was any longer a slave owner.
John G. Heath as a scholar excelled most of his associates; as a lawyer and state builder he stood fairly well;
and as a business man he was in the front rank. As a conversationalist he excelled most men, serious or humorous,
as the varying occasion seemed to require, never becoming
tiresome; as a husband and father he was loving and kindhearted. He strictly attended to whatever business he had
in hand. His habits and personal desires were largely those
of most men; and only did he excel at the dinner table when
his favorite viands, consisting of buttermilk, the flesh of
the sand-hill crane (Grus Mexicana) , and the flesh of a
young grown dog (Canis familiaris), were served. And for
these innocent eccentricities he made no apologies other
than that they were strictly his own, and that he took no
delight in urging others to accept them as their own. He
was independent in thought and deed, and was free to allow
the same in behalf of all others.
Such was the life of John G. Heath, the scholar, the
lawyer, the manufacturer, the merchant, the farmer, the
would-be owner of a baronial estate, with thousands of dependents to wait upon his calL He succeeded in all but the
last far beyond the average of men, notwithstanding his
occasional eccentricities. His death occurred at about his
80th year, in August, 1848; and his burial place is on the
bluff opposite to, and not more than a half mile from, where
his salt furnaces were first built.

FOLK-HISTORY AND ITS RAW MATERIAL

White Men's Raids on the Hopi Villages
By BARBARA AITKEN
N ROBERT ERMATEWA'S story, "The Good-Bringing," published in the April number of'the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, Mrs. I. L. Harrington has collected a very interesting example of Indian folk-history in the making.
The fact that a youth of sixteen is able to reproduce, in so
much detail, and with such apparent fidelity, a story told
to him before he was eleven years old, is a valuable bit of
evidence for estimating the worth of Indian narratives
which purport to be historical. It has a bearing, besides, on
the artistic processes involved in Indian story-telling.
As to the date of the Mexican raid on the pueblo of
Oraibi which is the subject of the story, almost certainly it
must be placed, not "about a hundred years ago," but in
the second decade of the American administration of New
Mexico. Robert Ermatewa heard the story from his greatgrandfather, Lomawikvaya, at some time before the old
man's death in 1926, but presumably not before his own
eighth year, 1923. Lomawikvaya said, then, that the marks
which he had scored yearly on the cliff "since he was a boy"
amounted to fifty-eight. Even supposing that he could call
himself a boy (in the sense of a bachelor) up to the age
of seventeen or eighteen, the earliest possible date
for his
I
birth seems to be about 1848, and for the raid (when, he
says, he was a married man), about 1867. Lomawikvaya's
appeal for the return of the Oraibi captives was made,
therefore, not to the Mexican authorities but to the American governor of the territory-possibly Governor Robert
Mitchell.!

I

1. That Lomawikvaya thought the Santa Fe soldier looked "like the [Mexican]
robbers" means no more than that both had beards. The mention of bacon and
sugar would be enough to date the incident as post-1848.
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Raids to procure Indian captives for sale into domestic
slavery in New Mexico went on through the early years of
the American administration. "The trading in captives has
been so long tolerated in this Territory," wrote J. S. Calhoun in 1850, "that it has ceased to be regarded as a
wrong." In 1860, unauthorized expeditions into the Navajo
country by "volunteer companies" of New Mexican citizens
were very frequent. These were "virtually slave-raids";
they brought back women and children, sheep and cattle,
for sale in New Mexico! Indian women and children were
sold after church on Sundays in the villages of Rio Arriba
county, and a healthy eight-year-old girl sometimes fetched
$400. Although these raids were ostensibly directed against
the hostile Navajo Indians, the raiders sometimes found an
easier prey in the Hopi towns.
Indian slavery was made illegal in New Mexico by the
president's proclamation of 1865; and after that date the
American authorities took steps to have captives restored
to their friends whenever a definite complaint was laid.
There also was a general search for, and emancipation of,
the Navajo captives, well described by R. B. Townshend in
his novel, "Lone Pine."
In El Palacio, a few years ago, I published a Navajo
woman's account of her capture by Mexican slave-hunters
and her subsequent captivity-which, by the way, lasted
long after the general emancipation of the Navajo slaves;
and I give below the account by an Indian eye-witness of a
raid on Oraibi, very similar to the raid described by Lomawikvaya and perhaps nearly contemporary with it. The
scene and the raider's proceedings are the same; though the
one outrage was carried out in the dawn of an autumn
morning, and the other on a dark afternoon in late
December.
Indians' accounts of events in New Mexico seventy or
eighty years ago are, of course, no great rarity. The late
Jose Manuel Naranjo, of Santa Clara, for example, who
2.

Gov. Rencher to Han. Lewis Cass, Nov. 10, 1860. H. Ex. Doc., 24-2.
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died in 1913, was able to give a fairly full account of the
Canyon de Chelly expedition of 1849, in which he had taken
part, as well as certain boyish recollections of the fighting at
La Canada in 1837. But such stories by eye-witnesses have
less theoretical interest for the student of tradition than the
story recorded by Mrs. Harrington, which exemplifies the
transmission of a true narrative through a second storyteller, half a century after the event.

The CastiIa [Spaniards] killed a chief at Oraibi once.
In Suyala [winter solstice ceremony] one time, they [the
chiefs] had been five days in the kiva, and on the sixth day
the Castila came. They came in by the back way to Oraibi,
on the north side. They stayed all one day, and on the second day again they stayed. On the third day [the ninth of
the ceremony], when the married women have to make
wafer-bread [and carry it to feed the chiefs in the kiva],
the chiefs have to make their feathers ready. While they
were doing that work, the Castila went down to a spring
below the town; there they put their horses and things, and
came up again to the mesa themselves. When the chiefs
were making the baho [feathered prayer-sticks], then the
Castila came to the kiva-maybe on top of it. The men in
the kiva were all around in a circle, all working and making
baho.
Then my mother was making wafer-bread, and I saw
lots of people going down to the kiva to see the CastiIa, and
I wondered what was the matter and I went too. [He was
"a big boy, maybe sixteen or eighteen."] All the Castila
were loading their guns-we did not know why. We got
scared-everyone of them doing something to his gun. My
maternal-uncle Kelwistiwa, he called out for· the married
women to take the wafer-bread to the kiva for the men to
eat: the Castila told him to say that. The women began
taking a lot of wafer-bread over to the kiva (in those days
the women took just one roll of wafer-bread each; there
were so many women in Oraibi then), and then the CastiIa
made a fire and warmed their hands and began to eat the
wafers, just outside the kiva. They beat the man, Kelwistiwa, who was attending to them. They peered down into
the kiva to see what the chiefs were doing, and while they
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were looking, they kept doing something to their guns. The
chiefs had not eaten yet, and went on working.
When they began to beat my uncle, I got scared, and
ran back to where my mother was making wafer-bread. All
the women and children were on the house-tops looking at
the Castila; they didn't know what was going to happen.
I told my mother, while she was making wafers: "I think
the Castila are going to do something bad for us; that's
why they beat my uncle already!" Just as I was saying
that and my mother peeped out to see" all the women and
children that were on the house-tops began to cry and run
to their houses. A woman was running over a house-top
and a Castila man running after her; she jumped from the
roof to the ground (about twelve feet) and the man after
her, and he caught her. Then all the children and women
were crying and running away, and the Castila running
after them. Then I heard some guns go off; the bullets
were jumping across the houses. I thought: Maybe they
have killed all the men in the kiva: I was so scared, so
many guns going off! One of my material-uncles came
running to our house. He had just been spinning cotton
[in some other house] ; because next day they were going
to tie feathered strings, and he was spinning the string for
them; and he asked the people who had run into the house
for refuge, what was the matter?
They put the women and children down the hatchway
into the basement. All along the other houses too I could
hear them crying, and the guns going off at the same time.
My uncle told me: We must just stay here and wait. My
uncle had two guns and gave me one, and we said: "If one
comes here we will shoot him as he comes; we can do the
same as they do to our people; if we kill just one we may
help them!" So we just waited there.
One man was in the kiva with the chiefs, making the
baho with them. As he came up out of the kiva, the Castila
shot him through the leg below the knee. As we waited, we
heard someone groaning; we went out to see who it was.
He came to the foot of our ladder, and when he got there he
was very tired, and he lay on the ground and covered himself with his blanket, and the blood was running down.
My father told me to stay there: Maybe our chiefs are
all gone-I am going to see. And as he said this, we heard
the guns going off slower, one at a time. So I stayed there
and my father went to the kiva. When he came back, he
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said: "We don't know what trouble they had, but certainly
they had bad trouble! I saw one man lying shot through
the head, and the shot, after it went through his head, it
went on and hit one of the Castilas' own men in the head
and killed him too."
The Castila ran after the little children and caught a
lot of them. And when they got through shooting, they
went down to the place where they left their horses, and
took a lot of children with them. The people were so scared
that they hadn't seen where their children ran to; now they
came out and hunted for their children, and a whole lot were
gone! The Castila got on· their horses and were driving
the children along.
The Castila saw our sheep coming home, and they ran
and took them all away from the shepherds and took them
along too. Then, one man had gone after wood, and he was
bringing it home on his back, and he did not know what
had been happening up op the mesa. All the people were
looking down from the mesa, watching the Castila go away;
and they saw a Castila man on a horse run up to this man,
and, as he got near him, a smoke came up between the two,
and he fell down with his firewood: they had killed him too.
Then they killed a man who was herding sheep.
The Oraibi men gathered together [the usual term for
holding a meeting] and planned to go after them; but some
were scared and did not want to go for fear of being
killed too; so they did not go after them and bring their
children back; although we had plenty of guns.
There was one Castila that the Castila themselves had
killed; they brought him down off the mesa and buried him
below [before they left]. Older people have shown me the
place where they saw him buried.
From that time on we did not sleep at nights, fearing
they might come again, by night. The people all came in
to the middle row of houses to sleep, and the men walked
around all night.
. The men gathered together again. They told each
other they would go to Alaviya (Santa Fe) and tell the
[white] chief there to gather all their children and send
them back to them. They took a corn clan man,· Patangsi,
to interpret for them in English. The men told the chief
how the Castila had killed our men and taken our children
away. That man wrote down something; they took the
writing down for the Castila to look at. The Castila
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weren't living all at the same place, they were scattered
all about the place, and our poor children with them; but
they gathered them all up and brought them to Patangsi
and the superintendent. [The Hopi, being administered by
the Indian school superintendent at Kearn's Canyon, used
"superintendent," in 1913, as an English title for any white
official.] The superintendent gave everyone of the little
children new clothes and blankets, and they came back very
nice with tHeir new clothes on. (The interpreter: "Now
here they made me smile, poor people !") The sheep, they
brought just a few back; they had eaten a whole lot of
them. Six of the Hopi men they shot to death, and one
other they shot but he didn't die.
If we now compare our two narratives of a slave-hunting raid-Ermatewa's second-hand telling of his greatgrandfather's story, and Danachnemtiwa's telling of his
own recollections-it is plain that they represent different
stages in the art, of telling. Danachnemtiwa's tale, with its
slow movement, its truthful but undiscriminating preservation of every detail which impressed itself on a boy's memory in virtue of its strangeness or its emotional quality, is
only raw material for folk-history. It is a chose vue: we
might call it the journalism of the illiterate: but it is not
art, although one or two of its "situations" are obvious material for art. The anxious crowd round the opening of the
underground kiva, making way, from force of habit, for
the dutiful procession of bread-bearing women. The slavehunters cynically eating up the women's offerings while
they load their muskets. And the circle of priest-chiefs
below, steadily working on at their prayer-sticks, under the
threat of murder; because no one has given them the signal
to stop work. But life is like that; it owes nothing to Danachnemtiwa.
Ermatewa, on the contrary, relating a thing heard and
not a thing seen, has begun to do some artistic work on the
material. The story has been pruned (I hope I am not
robbing Mrs. Harrington of the credit!) by the unconscious
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selection of the boy's memory. The second-hand teller does
remember the duller accessories of a true story, but concentrates on what is intrinsically most "tellable"; or, on what
approximates to the accepted conventions of the folk-tales
on which his own taste has been formed; or, on what the
original teller must have told with most emphasis, namely,
his own part in the action. The story begins to have a
"hero" in the novelistic sense: the young man whose uneasiness would not let him sleep, who watched the night by the
water-hole-heard the villians go by-hurried home, too
late, to find his wife gone! Then, the hero's lonely journey,
racing day and night through unknown country: his entry
into the strange, formidable town: the dramatic success of
his appeal to the foreign chief: lastly, his triumphant return, the people's gratitude, the name-giving! All this is
such stuff as folk-tales are made of, and our author's memory shapes it a little in the folk-tale way. We get none of
the tedious legal process of finding and freeing the captives:
the white chief merely says the word-liberates-punishes
-compensates-all on the hero's petition. Alone he did it!
But, though Ermatewa's memory has thus selected and rejected, what he selects is not much assimilated to folk-tale
form. For example, the raiders stay at Oraibi the two days
of fact, not the "four days" of Indian convention. The
foreign chief does not accept or offer tobacco, as the chiefs
of the folk-tales would do in a like case, but "touches his
forehead" to his soldiers, and bestows the actual bacon and
sugar of the U. S. army stores. This actuality keeps Ermatewa's story, I think, out of the folk-tale class, and entitles it
to be called 'biography. Biography that is on the way to
become folk-history.

DIARY OF SYLVESTER DAVIS
NE

of several typewritten copies made by the late Frank

O W. Clancy, at one time president of the New Mexico
Historical Society, of the unpublished diary of Sylvester

Davis, has been in the files of the Historical Society since
1915. Another copy, in the possession of the son-in-law of
Davis, Hon. Jose Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo,· together with
an interesting note-book of Mr. Davis, were brought to the
officers of the society recently. The original of the diary
is in the possession of Frank Davis, of Galisteo, a son of
Sylvester Davis. While the diary covers only the period
from April 21, 1859, to October 27 of that year, it is of
real historical interest, describing a route taken by the argonauts to the Pike's Peak region before the Civil War so
that it can be traced easily even on a modern map, giving a
glimpse of the hardships met, undauntedly and as a matter
of course, by these groups who became the forerunners of
the railroads to the Far West. Even the report on the
weather each day is of interest as are the remarks about
the game which seemed to abound and the description of the
simple method of organizing a mining district and administering its affairs. The trip from Denver south to Raton
Pass and over the pass by way of the Santa Fe Trail to
Canyoncito in Santa Fe County, while lacking thrills, is yet
informative.
Sylvester Davis was a native of Massachusetts and
probably of Puritan ancestry, for one notes the regularity
of Sunday observance by the travelers, who rested men and
beast on Sabbath. Davis was but a little more than twenty
when he essayed on his western adventure. The diary
closes with his last days at Canyoncito, from. where, in the
depth of winter, he went to Santa Fe and thence to Bernalillo, where he assisted in the construction and operation of
a grist mill for the Perea family. In the spring of 1860,
he started once more for the placer gold fields of Colorado
383
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but went no farther than Galisteo, where he married Josefita Ortiz, sister of the late Juan Ortiz, and remained there
for the balance of his life, with such exceptions as took him
on prospecting trips to the nearby Sandia Mountains or to
the Manzano range. At San Antonito, in the Sandias, he
operated for a time a saw mill for Don Serafin Ramirez.
Later he acquired the Cadial grant near Galisteo, became a
sheep grower, and operated a saloon, the post office, and a
store with government commissary at Galisteo. It was
there he died sorneseventeen years ago at the age of 76
years. His widow, now 78 years of age, still lives in Galisteo, making occasional visits to Santa Fe. The sons of the
couple, George, Joseph, Frank, and John, and a daughter,
Mrs. Carlota Leyba, also live in this section.
The original spelling and orthography in the diary are
followed in this reprint. Annotations were not deemed
necessary for no difficulty will be found in identifying geographical names or allusions to customs and practices of
the day.
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
Cordova, Thursday, Apr. 21", 1859.
Sylvester Davis Started with three other men for Pikes
Peak, viz: Silas Hulbert, Esq., Nelson Bixby & C, C. Tucker.
Crossed the Mississippi River to Prinston, Iowa & found
good roads. This day we camped at a house where the folks
had all gone to the mines.
Friday, Apr. 22". Had a snow storm in the morning.
Lasted about one hour & one half. Found a sled & drew
straw to fill up a slough we had to cross which took us about
2 hours. Mud 3 ft. deep. Went on a few miles & found the
Roads so bad that we had to take down a man's fence & go
through his field which he threatened to sue us for doing but
we bluffed him off and went on & camped at Poston Grove
& had a very pleasant night of it.
Saturday, Apr. 23". Went on all Right. Came to Tipton & bought a Sheet Iron Stove, Copper bottom Coffey pot
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& camp kettle all for $7.90. Davis paid for them. One Coffey Mill .60ets. four Iron Spoons .16cts. 6 small Spoons
.15cts. 2 plates .20ets. 1 knife & fork .25 cts. We went on
& camped 2 miles beyond Tipton.
Sunday, Apr. 24". Did not start out but laid over &
washed our selves & clothes & took an Inventory of all of
our Provitions.
While we were stopped 25 teams passed us all Bound
for Pikes Peak. Wrote two letters to Day, one to my
Mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, & one to Mr. Samuel West.
Monday, Apr. 25" Started at 6 oclock & went to Ceedar
Bluffs, there being 10 teams ahead of us, so we were detained one hour before it came our turn to cross the ferry.
On the opisite side of the Cedar River was a company of
folks going to California with ox teams, about 20 men,
women & children & 25 yokes of oxen. They had a brass
band with them.
We got to Iowa City & bought 4 tin pt. basins AOcts.
& one peck of onions .20cts. Davis paid for them then we
went on & crossed the Iowa River on the toll bridge, toll
.25ets & stopped 2 miles beyond the Bridge & camped for the
night. It commenced to rain in the night & continued to
rain until morning.
Tuesday, Apr. 26. Started at 6 oclock In the Morning.
Raining as hard as ever. Went on about 2 miles & camped.
It continued to Rain all Day so we did not start out until
the next Day. We had a Duck for Supper shot by Mr.
Bixby, and went to bed all in good Spirits.
Wednesday, Apr. 27. Started this Morning with the
prospect of fine weather & had a very fine Day, although
very hot. Passed through Homestead & about 6 miles beyond In a very Coi1Venient place had Meat & onions for Supper & coffey.
Thursday, Apr. 28. Arose In fine spirits & cooked a
Prarie Chicken & 7 other Small birds. Made a Pot Pie of
them or a fricassee and they were very nice.
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Then we went on & camped that night & made mush
for Supper.
Friday, Apr. 29. Had a very nice Day of It. Passed
Marengo In the morning. Had a rough Road and some bad
road across one of the Tributaries of Skunk River. Got
through all Right & camped 10 miles East of Newton.
Saturday, Apr. 30. Started In good season and got to
Newton at Noon. Went on and bought Some Hay & Corn &
backed It one mile then went on and crossed Skunk River on
the ferry & camped one mile on the bottom & found a plenty
of wood & water.
Sunday, May I", 1859. Stopped on the bottom until
afternoon when It began to look like Rain & we harnessed
up our horses & drove off of the bottom about 3 miles and
camped again & stayed until Monday Morning.
Monday, May 2. Drove about 6 miles. It Rained so
that we camped & stopped untill afternoon when It cleared
up & we went on and passed a town by the name of Rising
Sun and from thier went on to Fort Desmoin. Stopped and
looked around there & went on & camped about 2 miles beyond & had mush and Molasses for Supper & tur-ned In.
Tuesday May 3. Very pleasant this Morning. Made
a pot pie of some Quails & pigeons for Breakfast and went
on about 18 miles and camped for the Day & Baked Bread &
beans.
Wednesday, May 4. Started before 6 oclock and crossed
the North fork of the Racoon River & arrived at Adel & put
In a letter for Miss Whitehpuse & went straight on and
passed through Irish town \& on through Morrisberg &
camped about 2 miles beyon& Spent the night as well as
usual and arose refreshed in the Morning from our nights
Repose.
Thursday, May 5. Started 6 oclock in the Morning and
went over some very Rough Prairie & high Bluffs. Hou~~es
were 22 miles apart & no rO::'.d fO!' 24 Miles & water very
scarce & besides all this the wind blowed so hard that Mr.
Tucker had to hold on to the waggon while he ate his Din\
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ner for fear of being blown away. Camped on the Prairie
and Killed two Massasorgess or Rattle Snakes & went %
mile for water.
Friday May 6. Went on over a very fine prairie & good
Roads. Came on Rain and we stopped & all got Into the
waggon & eat our dinner. After Dinner Started & went on
to the next town 2% miles, Grove City, Cass Co. & went on
about 5 miles & found wood, the Roads being bad & It continuing to Rain we camped for the night & it Rained all
night. Our horses got away soon after we stopped & It
took some 3 hours to catch them for they Started for home.
Our men got lost & we built a large fire & fired our guns &
that put them on the right track.
Saturday, May 7. Rained most of the A. M. Went out
Hunting after Deer & wild Turkeys. Saw some of each but
did not get any shots at them. Stopped raining about noon
& then I baked Beans & Bread & after supper Mr. Bixby &
my self went out after some Turkeys, we had not gone far
before we Started a deer. Mr. Bixby shot the Deer through
the fore shoulder but did not get him. We went on a little
farther & we saw some wild Turkeys. We got up within
6 Rods of them & Mr. Bixby shot one of them through the
head although It was quite Dark. It was a large Gobbler &
weighed 23 lbs. Took It home to our camp & the next Morning which was Sunday we Dressed him & gave one half of
him to 3 other fellows that camped In company with us.
. The rest of It we made into a pot pie.
Sunday, May 8. Sunny all day. Did some Baking for
our journey the coming week and so passed the Day.
Monday, May 9. Arose Bright & Early. It was a
beautiful Morning. Wrote a letter to Geo. M. French. Went
on as far as Lewis some five miles & stopped there & got our
horses shod which detained us a good part of the Day. Let
Mr. Hulbert have 2.50 to pay for Shoeing his horses & then
we went on 1!~ mile and crossed the Nishnabotna on the
ferry & then we came to Indian Creek. It was Bridged.
Crossed and went on to Walnut Creek & camped for the
night.
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Tuesday, May 10. Started In good Season & kept the
left hand Road & Made Wheelers Grove, then we crossed
over a small Stream called Jordan. It was bridged. At
Noon we crossed the West Branch of the Nishnabotany &
took our Dinner on the other side close to the Mill. In the
afternoon crossed all 3 of the Branches of Mud Creek & 2 of
Indian Creek & crossed Silver Creek & camped about one
mile beyond. It Rained very hard all the fore part of the
Night & thundered & lightned very hard. During the Night
cleared off. In the Morning very bright.
Wednesday May 11. Beautiful Morning but wet under
foot. Started early & killed several snakes, Bull & Rattle
& Got to Councill Bluffs In the afternoon & stopped until
very near night. Saw some of the Paunee Indians & then
crossed the Missouri River. Councill Bluffs Is a small village situated on a level :flat of Ground just below the Bluffs
which are very high. It is some 31;2 miles from the Missouri River & quite a business place for Its size. Crossed
the Missouri just before night & camped 1;2 mile from
Omaha City. It Rained all night very hard but cleared off
In the Morning for It never Rains only nights and Sundays
In this part of the country so the Inhabitants say.
Thursday, May 12. Arose & got Breakfast & spent the
day In looking around & pricing Provisions & Groceries.
Omaha Is a fine village situated on the West side of the
Missouri River. They have got a court House & State
Buildings, It being the capitol & a very large Hotel & several tribes of Indians, Paunees & Sioux.
Friday, May 13. Very windy Morning & quite cold.
Saw a large number of teams coming back from the Pk &
selling there outfits at any price at all. Traded boots with
Mr. Lee Eaven.
Saturday, May 14. Rained all of the Morning. Saw
teams coming back all of the time. Bought 73 Ibs. of Beans
and hay for 75cts. of a man Returning. Bought 24 Ibs. of
Sugar of McCormick of Omaha City.
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Sunday, May 15, 1859. Rained all Day. Baked some
Beans & Bread.
Monday, May 16, 1859. Cloudy Morning. Payed Mr.
Hulbert $15.00 in gold this morning. Payed 3.40 for Meat,
38 lbs. at 9cts. per lb. 2 lbs. Sodi 20 cts. 20 lbs Coffey
13~cts per lbs. 2.70. Payed 6.00 for flour.
Tuesday, May 16. Dull morning. Packed our things
and left Omaha for the gold Diggins and found a good Road
all the way to Elkhorn River, 21 miles & a fine prairie.
Camped this side of the River & had a nice place although
Misquitoes & Indians were numerous. Traded my Shot Gun
for a Rifle to one of the returning Miners Eaven.
Wednesday, May 17, 1859. Very cool this morning.
Started at 6 oclock & crossed the Elkhorn River by the
Bridge. The town contains a saw mill, Brick yard, Hotel &
3 houses close to the Bridge & a Beautiful little place It Is.
After crossing the Bridge & about 10 miles beyond Is a
Stream called the Raw Hide. At or about this place the
Indians Skinned a white man alive In 1849 for Shooting one
of the Squaws & the Rest of the party had to Stand & look
on. Passed on right up the valley of the Platt & the nicest
Scenery you ever sawall level as a house floor & to Day we
passed about 100 teams Returning from the Mines. Came
to a Small town by the name of Fremont 16 miles from
Elkhorn & put a paper In the office for Miss Whitehouse.
Went on about 8 miles beyond Fremont on the Platt River
and camped for the night.
Thursday, May 19. Beautiful morning. Arose &
started early & came up to North Bend 15 Miles from Fremont and called Buchanan by name, from there to Shell
Creek 12 miles from North Bend & camped by the creek for
the night. Rained very hard all night and Stopped In the
morning.
Friday, May 20. Fair but windy and a bad Road.
Made but 10 & camped within 2 miles of Shinns ferry on
Platt River. Came up with Brown from Omaha, the Man
that was agoing to take out an Iron Safe, but did not. He
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solicited our company up the .South Side of the Platt, so we
consented to go.
Saturday, May 21. Started & went down to Shinns
ferry. Forty teams being ahead of us we had to stop there
from 8 o'clock A. M. to 5 P. lVI. before It came our turn to
cross the ferry. We ferryed about half way & drove the
other half In the water up to the horses bodies then we
drove 1;2 mile across the Island to the other or Main Channel of the Platt. I bought a tent for 4 00 Dollars and crossed
the Platt & camped for the night. As soon as our horses
were put out they Started for home Right down the Platt
towards Plattsmouth. Mr. Hulbert got a horse from one of
the party travelling with us & went after them & caught
them about five miles off & brought them back.
Sunday, May 22. Started up the South Side of the
Platt River to Elm Creek about 9 Miles and found 15 teams
camped there, but feed was not Sufficient for our horses &
we went on about 3 miles & turned off to the Left across the
Prairie about one Mile to a small stream & found a plenty of
wood and water & feed. Camped & Baked Beans & Bread.
Monday, May 23. Killed some pidgeons & cooked them
for Breakfast then went on and crossed Clear Creek about
9 miles from Elm. Went on with the Platt on our Right all
Day & camped on the bank. The wind blew like seven
Devils & Rained very hard. We watched our teams this
night for the first time.
Tuesday, May 24. Fine Morning. Met a large number of teams coming back as usual. Tried to trade our
horses for oxen but there was so many owners that we did
not trade but traded our tent for another one Eaven. I
bought 6 lbs. of chemical soap for 55 ets. Let Mr. Bixby
have lOcts to pay for caps. Drove on & camped on the Platt
about 40 miles from Elm Creek.
Wednesday, May 25. Rained In the Morning. We
Started about Noon and Drove on about 10 miles & camped
on the Bank of the Platt.
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Thursday, May 26. Passed an old village or the Remains of an old Paunee village & the grave of an Indian
Chief with 56 horses Skulls around It. Passed on & camped
on the Bank of the Platt.
Friday, May 27. Fine Day. Drove about 22 Miles.
Met 20 Government teams with about 150 head of cattle.
Passed on & camped for the night about 1 mile from the
Platt River.
Saturday, May 28. Fine Day. Passed fifty Salt Lake
teams & some Government teams & some going back.
Camped on the bank of the Platt & had to swim the Platt
for wood. Mr. Hulbert traded his Horses for oxen, 2 yoke
& 45 Dollars & one watch. Took part of It In Provisions,
400 lbs. of Flour, 3.75 per hundred lbs. 15.00. 22 lbs. Bacon
at 10 cts. per lb. 2.20. 32 lbs. of dried apples, 121;2 per lb.
4.00.2 Miners Pans 621;2 apiece 1.25. Payed $.100 for Mr.
Tucker Difference between boots.
Sunday, May 29. Started & drove up within 3 miles
of the Fort Karney & camped for the day. Saw the first
House today we have seen for 125 Miles & this one was
made of .sods & covered with cloth. There was 4 of them all
Rum Shops, 25cts. per drink.
Sunday, May 29. Fine Day. Baked Beans & Bread.
Monday, May 30. Started & came up to the fort &
stopped about 2 hours & wrote two letters, one to Miss
Abigail Whitehouse & one to G. M. French. Then went on
& camped on the Bank of the Platte 7 Miles from Fort
Kearney, cooked our Supper with Buffalow chips for the
first time.
Tuesday, May 31. Cool this Morning. Started early.
Drove by about 1500 cattle & passed Plum Creek & camped
on the Bank of the Platte 40 Miles from the fort.
Wednesday June 1, 1859. Fine Morning. Mr. Hulbert
unwell. Bin so for several Days. Drove about 20 miles &
camped on the bank of the Platt In Company with 5 more
teams.
Thursday, June 2. Started In good Season & at Noon
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Drove 2% to the River for water and at night found a good
camping place with wood & water & grass on the bank of
the Platte.
Friday June 3. Started In good Spirits & had a fine
Day. Camped at night at Cotton Wood Springs, 45 miles
from Plum Creek & did some Baking.
Saturday, June 4. Very fine Day. Laid over & enjoyed
our selves. Baked some Bread. & did some washing.
Sunday, June 5. Beautiful Day. Had Buffalow Meat
for Dinner & Supper and baked bread & beans.
Monday June 6. Very fine Morning. Started early &
Drove untill noon. After Dinner I & Mr. Bixby went out
Into the Bluffs & shot an antelope & brought It Some 8
miles before we Reached our camp. It was Splendid Meat.
Gave most of It away to some Gentlemen Camped near by.
The Rest we Sliced and Salted It.
Tuesday June 7. Splendid Morning. Drove on & I
bought 2 gallons of Mollasses 1.00 per gall. Passed OfalIons Bluffs & put In a letter for Geo. L. Davis & camped 2
miles beyond the Station.
Wednesday June 8. Stopped for Mr. Clippinger In
the Morning. Made an Encampment of Indians In P. M.
Cheyennes. Stopped & let our cattle graze. Started &
drove about 10 miles & camped on the bank of the Platte
River.
Thursday June 9. Beautiful Morning. Passed the
upper crossing of the South Platte & saw a number of teams
going across the River to California. The water at the ford
was from 1 to 4 feet. I bought 4 lbs of Sodi 25.cts per lb
1.00. Passed 7 lodges of Indians & camped 5 Miles beyond
& Stopped untill Morning.
Friday June 10, 1859. Started this Morning before
Breakfast & drove 2 Miles to get good grass for the Cattle.
Got Breakfast & then Started on as usual & camped on the
Bank of the Platte & found good feed.
Saturday June 11. fine Morning. Started Early &
Made a good Drive but had hard Roads, Steep & Sandy.
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Bought 3 lbs of Powder of a Man Returning. Gave 50.cts
per lb. 1.50. Camped at night on the Bank of the Platte.
Sunday June 12. Stopped & did some Baking & rested
the Cattle.
Monday June 13. Camped at night on the bank of the
Platte as usual.
Tuesday June 14. Very warm day & Sandy Roads.
Camped on the Platte & had good grass & plenty of water
but not any wood.
Wednesday June 15, 1859. Cool Morning. Started
Early & saw Antelope on the Prairie in flocks but did not
get any. Passed Beaver Creek at night and found a good
spring of water. Camped one mile beyond. Here We
found some wood, the first we have seen for 100 Miles or
More. We have to carry wood to cook with over this piece
of the Road although you can get Willows & Buffalo Chips
but they are very Scarce on account of their being Sutch an
Emence Emigration.
Thursday June 16. fine Weather. Drove 16. Miles, the
most of the way the Roads were very Sandy and on high
table lands, to day we came In sight of the Mountains. they
were 120 Miles from us & looked like clouds. Made Bijou
Creek & camped for the night.
Friday June 17. Started Early. had heavy Roads all
the way & very hot weather. Mountains In view & covered
with Snow. Distance about 100. Camped on the bank of
the Platte & had Venison for Supper.
Saturday June 18. Started Early as usual & Drove
about 12. Miles & Stopped at noon In a valley by the Platte
& fed our cattle and then went on & camped at night about
2 miles from the Road on the Bank of the Platte.
Sunday June 19. Stopped to Day as usual to Rest. had
a good Camping ground with the exception of grass that
being very scarce although we found some about 34 of a
mile from camp. The Day was Extremely Hot. In the
afternoon one of the Party that was camped with us went
out & shot a doe. So we had Venison for Supper. had a
little Shower during the night & cleared off in the Morning.
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Monday June 20. Cool but fine weather for Traveling.
got away by Sunrise. had good Roads & level. Made Duglass City. There was only one Shanty, one White Man &
he living with two Indian Squaws. had 4 Papposes. Went
on & camped at St. Vrains fort. It is an old mud fort. No
one lives there at the present time and has not for years.
The Roof has bin torn off & the fort is going to Ruin very
fast.
Tuesday June 21. got an Early Start. about an hour
after we were on the Road one of the party Shot an Antelope. We Skinned It & our party took one hind quarter &
gave the rest away. Went on & during the day passed several old forts, Bents or Lancasters & Lupins. There is a
Ranch at one of them kept by a man by the name of Williams. at this point they talk of building a Bridge or ferry
so that those wishing to go into the mountains need not go
on up to Denver City, Some fifty Miles out of their way.
Camped at night on the bank of the Platt. Wood, water &
grass plenty and misquitoes.
Wednesday June 2. Started at 5 oclock & Drove on
within five Miles of Denver City & passed some cool springs
of water. Stoped to let our cattle grase & get our Dinner.
after Dinner Started and Drove Into Denver City. Stopped
and looked over the letter list & Did not find any thing for
me. This Is quite a place, a good many houses are commenced but not finished. Every thing Is hurry & bustle.
Cherry Creek Is nothing but a Dry Sand Hole and Separates Denver from Orora. There is two Express Offices
In this place but there will be a Regular Post Office & Is
Established at the present time but the mail has not got In
as yet. Camped just Below the city & Slept like a good
fellow.
Thursday June 23. Very warm and Men have gone up
into the city. Lost ours ~nd this other company's cattle to
Day & had a good Tramp after them. Found all of ours
& one yoke of the others but one yoke are still missing. We
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found them across the River Ina crj]l [corral]. Took them
out & paid 5 cts. apice & drove them across the Bridge &
back to our Camp.
Friday June 24. Cool Morning. Started for the
Mountains. Crossed the Platte by Bridge. 1.00 ferriage or
toll paid by Davis then came on & crossed clear Creek by
Bridge. It Is a very Rappid Stream. Ferriage or toll 1.10
paid by Hulbert, then camped at the foot of the mountains &
stopped over night.
Saturday June 25. Arose, got Breakfast and settled up
with Mr. Hulbert ballance Due Hulbert $7.22. paid It &
then went & got a stick of timber for a pole on our hind
wheels so that we could pack them Into the Mountains then
drove down to Mr. Clippingers Ranch & fitted up our cart.
Sunday June 26. Fine Morning. The wind a little
fresh from Mountains. Washed ourselves clean & showed
Due Respect to the Sabbath.
Monday June 27. Took one Share In the oxen &
wagon. Mr. Hulbert set the whole team at one hundred &
fifty Dollars, Making 37th dollars per share. we concluded
to take them & pay for them after we had mined and got the
money. bought one Mining Pan for 25 cts. and started for
the mountains In good Spirits. found a Rough Road up
through the gulches of the Mountains. It was up one mountain & down another. In the gulch or ravine we crossed one
Small Stream about 50 times to the Mile. The Water as
cold as Ice. Camped at Night In one of the Gulches & drove
our cattle up into the Mountains to grase.
Tuesday June 28. Very cool. awoke almost froze to
death, built a fire on the ground & got our Breakfast &
Started on slow but sure. The woods has bin on fire In the
Mountains & Several Men bin burned to Death while they
were asleep In their tents. Passed a great many teams
going & coming Into the Mountains with 4 yoke of oxen to
one pair of hind wheels with about 4 or 5 hundred lbs. on
& hard work at that. got to Gregory's Diggins In the afternoon, a Distance of 27 Miles from the foot of the Moun-
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tains & found every thing In operation. Drove about 2lh
beyond & camped for the night. found plenty of wood &
water but feed for cattle very scarce.
Wednesday June 29. Arose & made a new Rack for
our cart & Started one of each party back to the foot of the
mountains for the Rest of our Provisions then five of us
took our packs on our back & went out to Prospect. ·We
went from Gregory's Diggins over the mountains to Jacksons Diggins & prospected a little & got the color but not
enough to pay. at 4 oclock went over across Clear Creek to
a meeting of the Miners called for the purpose of establishing some Laws to govern the Miners In regard to their
Holding claims. Chairman was appointed & a committee
appointed to draft the Res. and By Laws to Regulate the
Mining District. The committee Retired to a brush Hut &
drew up some Resolutions which were adopted. Resolutions 1" Res. that these diggins shall be called Jacksons
Diggins & Shall extend one mile down & one mile up Clear
Creek and one mile up Chicago Creek. Res. 2. Resolved
that a bar claim shall be fifty feet In front & 200 ft. back &
that a man shall have the privilege of bringing his water
across another man's claim If he Dont Interfere with the
other Mans Arrangements. Resl. 3". Resolved that a
River claim shall be 100 ft. In length & extend from Bank
to Bank. Resl. 4. Resolved that a man Shall not hold a
claim unless he leaves one man or his tooles on It & then
If vacated 4 Days he shall loose his claim. Resl. 5. Resolved that a man Shall not hold a claim In these Diggins If
he holds one any where else. Resl. 6. Resolved that five
men Shall Settle or Decide all Disputes which may arise
between the Miners & which cannot be settled amongst
them selves. Resolved that these Resolutions be wrote off &
Posted up In several public places so that all may see them
& the Meeting then Adjourned & we went back across Clear
Creek to our little house which was made of Pine Boughs
& got our Supper. Rolled up in our Blankets & went to
sleep.
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Thursday June 30. Arose bright & early & went out to
prospect but found nothing that would pay but Returned to
our Hut Hungry & tired. Got Supper & Retired to Rest &
Slept like a brick.
Friday July 1, 1859. Went out on to the Mountains &
prospected most of the Day without any success. Went
back to our camp, got our Dinner &·felt better but finding
our provisions was getting short we started for our camp
& got'In just at Dark. got Supper & Retired to bed In our
tent.
Saturday July 2. Beautiful Morning. Started out to
look for a quarts leed & examined several. Went over to
Gregory's Diggins & to the Express Office but got no letters
or papers. Returned to camp In the afternoon. went out &
prospected & got about lOcts. to the pan.
.
Sunday July 3. fine Morning to day we Rest. We have
news that two men were killed by the Utes Indians. The
third man got away by Hiding under a Rock untill Dark
and then Started out to make his way back but got lost &
had to sleep In the snow about 7 ft. Deep and almost froze
himself. The next day he came into camp very hungry,
not haveing any thing to eat for 2 days & his clothes all
torn off of him by skulking through the bushes. A Meeting
of the Miners was called that evening & several hundred
miners volunteered to go out & fight the Indians, so they
got up a Subscription & furnished them with provisions &
they were off the next morning by Day light. Some on
horses & Mules & some on foot. We have not heard from
them since. We had Preaching In the Mines to Day. Went
out & got a pan of dirt & paned It out & got 12 cts. to the
pan. to night the boys came up from the foot of the Mountains with another load of Provisions.
Monday July 4, 1859. the Miners burnt some Powder
this Morning but worked about all day & some of them
untill 12 oclock at night. We went out Prospecting to day
but found nothing to pay us although we made several
claims which as soon as [illegible] is plenty will pay to
work. Mr. Homes found & jumped 5 or 6 claims.
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Tuesday July 5. Started this morning over the Mountains to Prospect. Staked Several claims & prospected
same. Found something that would pay 10 cts. to the pan
& from that to 30. So we stopped & concluded we would
drain the creek & go to Mineing. Sent Mr. Homes after the
team & Provisions & to order Some Lumber for Sluices. the
Rest of us Stayed in the woods & built us a brush House for
the night & went to bed but Had not been In bed one half
of an hour before we heard fire Rushing through the trees
turned out & fought with our shovells & water and put It
almost out &" then went to bed again, but had to turn out
several times During the night to save our Lives.
Wednesday July 6. had a fine Day. Staked out a Rout
for a ditch to drain the creek. Made it about one thousand
ft. carried the water up about 800 ft. fire Raging through
the woods all of the time. Some Sixteen men were burnt to
Death In the woods & Mules. at about 2 oclock 4 of the
party went down the creek to cut a road for our team to get
In but they did not get In within 2 miles of us that night,
so we being out of Provisions had to go to our wagons for
our Supper. got It. Rolled up In our blankets on the
ground & went to Sleep.
Thursday July 7. Started for our claims with the
wagon. Mr. Paine & Party went on a head & cut a Road
through the woods over the Mountain. got to our claims
about 10 oclock & Started the men back after the Remainder
of the Provisions & Some of us went to work Digging &
clearing off the brush & digging a hole to put our provisions
In In case of fire.
Friday July 8. Mr. Lee Surprised us about 10 or 11
oclock at night & Stoped with us all night & Showed us
Some quartz he had found & then he went back to his train
In the Morning. We then went to work, a part of us Digging a tail Race & the Rest of us clearing the land & getting
Ready for Mineing. at night Mr. Hulbert came up with the
team & the rest of the provisions that we had in the Moun-
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tains. they bought a whip saw & gave 20. Dollars for It &
a frying Pan which he gave 1.00 for.
Saturday July 9, 1859. arose got Breakfast & Made
Preparations for Sawing Lumber. then the Rest of us went
to digging our tail Race. got along very well with all of
our work. one of the Men in the Party below us Shot himself to day through the bowells through mistake & carelessness.
Sunday July 10. fine Morning. Went to Gregory's
Diggings to Meeting about 7 miles. there was 4 Meetings
held all out of Doores &; good Meetings too. went & took
Dinner with the Hall Boys & then Started for home. got
home just at Dusk. h~d a little Shower In the Afternoon
the first we have had for 2 Months.
Monday July 11. Cool Morning. had Some dispute
about our claims but Made It all Right. Worked hard all
Day Stripping off the top dirt.
Tuesday July 12. had a Smart Shower & Hale Storm
so we did the day before but kept ground Sluceing & Digging on our tail Race. to day Mr. Homes went to town for
Letters but got none for himself. got one for Mr. Hulbert
& one for Mr. Paine, they were Dated almost 3 months ago.
Wednesday July 13. beautiful Morning. Mr. Bixby
went for the cattle which had got Lost the Day before & I
& Mr. Hulbert finished making the Sluece boxes. got them
done at Dinner time & In the Afternoon went to work In
the tail. Race & at 4 oc1ock went to a Miners Meeting about
1% miles below our camp & I was appointed one of a committee of three to Draft Some by Laws & Rules to govern
the Miners & Mineing District. our Report was accepted
with but few amendments & then I was appointed by Resolution Clerk to Copy & put up notices of the Laws & keep
the minutes of the Meetings.
Thursday July 14. Went to work digging our tail
Race. had a Rain & hale Storm In the afternoon about 3
oclock. Dug a Ditch to Drain our tail Race.
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Friday July 15. Went to work Digging In the tail
Race trying to get down to the bed Rock, thought we
Reached It at noon. In the afternoon put In 7 sluces & went
to ground Sluceing from the bank into the Sluce boxes. had
a Shower In the afternoon.
Saturday July 16. went Sluceing. Mr. Hulbert unwell. Mr. Bixby went to hunt the oxen. had a call from 2
Miners Requesting me to call a Meeting. I wrote two
notices & gave them to put up & at 5 oclock went down
about 2 miles & attended the meeting but the opposing
Party Did not appear & the meeting Adjourned with Instructions how to Proceed as per Resl. 8.
Sunday July 17. Went to town to meeting & to Express office for Letters but did not get any. had a Shower
as usual In the afternoon. got home at Dark.
Monday July 18. put In three more Sluces & went to
work. did not clean up because we were Running off our
top Dirt which did not pay much.
Tuesday July 19. Rained In the night but cleared off
In the Morning & was very cold. Worked all Day Sluceing.
Had a Hale Storm at Noon.
Wednesday July 20. Worked all Day. Reached the
bed Rock at night but did not find any gold on It. Had a
Rain & Hale Storm at Noon & again at Night. Tucker &
Paine who had bin gone to the foot of the Mountains Since
Monday Morning for the Remainder of our Provisions Returned to night & brought Mr. Homes & Companys wagon
& all of our Provisions & traps.
Thursday July 21. Slept wet all Night & got up In the
Morning as stiff as a tent Pole. went to work & Prospected
a hole In one of our claims, In the A .M. but It Rained In
the afternoon So we Did Not do any thing but paned out
the Dirt In the Sluce boxes & got about 500 corse gold.
Friday July 22. Cool but clear. bixby out hunting the
oxen but did not find them. we worked all of the Morning
& at about 9 oclock I was called upon to go down below 21;2
miles to Settle a dispute In Regard to some Claims. 5 men
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were chosen as arbitrators & gave the claims to the complainants. got back at Dinner time but It rained all of the
afternoon so we could not work.
Saturday July 23. Fare weather this Morning but set
in and Rained again at 8 oclock & continued to Rain all Day.
I & Mr. Paine, Homes & Hulbert went out to hunt the oxen.
travelled all day over the Mountains & found them at last.
Returned wet to the skin. bought 61;2 lbs. of beaf steak
12% cts. per lb. had Some of It for supper.
Sunday July 24. went to Gregorys diggins to meetings
& tu the Express .office & got a letter from Abigail Whitehouse, Glochester, New Jersey Dated June 20, posted up
Some Notices to call a Meeting on Monday Evening at 5
oclock got back home at 6 oclock.
Monday July 25. Cool Morning. organized into a company & put Mr. Holmes In as Pres. Mr. Hulbert as treasurer & Mr. Bixby as Secretary and made a law that if a man
was sick & could not work that he should pay one ninth of
what his share was & not to exceed 2.00 per day. went to a
Miners Meeting & Amended some of the old Resolutions &
made some new ones and was. elected as Recorder of this
District.
Missouri Gulch, July 13th, 1859.
A Meeting was held this afternoon for the purpose of
adopting some Rules & by Laws to govern this Mining District & the following were adopted. on Motion Mr. Charles
Homes be President of the Meeting.
Resolved that three men be appointed to Draft Some by
Laws & Regulations to govern this mining District. the
Committees Report was accepted with but few amendments.
1". Resolved that these diggings be called the Missouri Gulch & shall extend from the catarack or water fall
up to its head & its tributaries.
2". Resolved that a gulch claim Shall be 100 ft. In
Length & Extend from· Bluff to Bluff.
3". Resolved that a dry claim Shall be 100 ft. Square
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on a dry gulch or draw & a notice shall hold good until
water can be obtained.
4". Resolved that a quartz claim Shall be 100 ft. by
50 ft.
5. Resolved that each Miner or Company of Miners
shall have the privilege of Cutting a tail Race through below
him or them so as to drain his claim.
6." Resolved that a Miner or Company of Miners
Shall not take the water by any other claim or claims so as
to conflict with the Interests of any Miner or Company of
Miners below him or them & that the oldest claim Shall have
the first privilege of the water If necessary.
7" Resolved that no claims shall hold good longer
than six days If not worked.
8" Resolved that five disinterested men shall settle or
decide all difficulties In regard to Mining holding claims.
(Torn away here.)
9" Resolved that a Man May hold one claim of each
Kind, quartz, gulch & dry claim as named In Resolutions 3
& 4 & one by purchase of each kind.
10" Resolved that persons on this gulch may hold a
claim although he or they may be at work In company on
another claim not connected with his.
11" Resolved that Sylvester Davis be appointed Clerk
& shall have the power to call a Meeting whenever nessissary as by a request of the Miners.
SYLVESTER DAVIS, Sec.
Missouri Gulch, July 25th, 1859.
MR. HOMES, President.
A meeting was held this afternoon & the following
Resolutions were amended.
Resolution 8. as amended. Resolved that five disinterested men Shall Settle or decide all difficulties In Regard
to Mining holding claims by a meeting being called of the
Miners. Each Party Shall choose two Men & the four Shall
choose the fifth & If Either party does not appear they
Shall be nonsuited & that Shall Settle the case or Dispute.
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Res. 10. as amended. Resolved that persons on this
gulch May hold a claim although he or they may be at work
in company on another claim not Connected with his, provided he puts up a Notice to that effect as where he may be
found on the gulch & his name.
12 Resolved that each man Shall have the privilege of
buying. & holding as Many Claimes by purchase as he will
work or cause to be worked.
13 Resolved that the purchaser shall have the claim
or claimes purchased recorded within twenty days after(torn away here)
the price of Recording a claim. Resolved that It be one
Dollar.
Tuesday July 26. Worked hard all day. had one man
call to Day to have his claim Recorded. did not Rain to
day. Benjamin Lake came up to Day & I sold him one half
of my claim for a Sharps Rifle.
Wednesday July 27. Went to & dug our tail Race
deeper.
Thursday July 28. fine Morning but cool. dug In our
tail Race & sluced the Dirt & got some gold. did not Rain
to Stop us from work but it showered all Day.
Friday July 29. very pleasant Morning. Worked hard
all day & got Some gold. did not Rain to day.
Saturday July 30. Mr. Tucker Started for the States to
day & Mr. Holmes for Denver to the convention.
Sunday July 31. cloudy in the A. M. & had a violent
Hale Storm In the P. M.
Monday August 1, 1859. Very cool but clear. Cleaned
out our tail Race & dug Into the bank some but did not get
mutch gold. Mr. Hulbert & Bixby went to sawing out lumber for a tom.
Tuesday August 2. fine morning. Extended our tail
Race In the fore noon. In the after noon brought our
Sluices up & put them In above but the Rain & Hale drove
us out for a while.
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Wednesday Aug. 3. Cool Damp Morning. got some
gold. did not Rain but haled very hard.
Thursday Aug. 4. beautiful Morning. worked all day
did not Rain. got some gold.
Friday Aug. 5. Coof but fair worked all Day & got a
little gold.
Saturday Aug. 6. warmer than usual. worked all day
& did very well. Struck our pay dirt to day.
Sunday Aug. 7. beautiful Day went to town to day.
did not get any letters. people most all left Gregories diggins for the Collarado.
Monday August 8. fine Day. ground Sluiced all Day.
Tuesday August 9. had a lame back & did not work to
Day. the party got Dissatisfied on account of Some Lazy
ones not doing their part & divided the claims & each man
took his claim of 100 ft & went on his own hook.
Wednesday August 10. Did not do any thing to day
but went to town. traded for a pair of India boots. paid
one brest Pin & recorded 8 claims for them. In the morning Mr. Hulbert gave me his watch worth 50 cts. & told me
to trade It off for something so I did & got him a double
barrelled Shot gun. & traded some vinegar, one gallon for
18 lbs. of Beans.
Thursday August 11. Mr. Powells party left to.
Rained In the afternoon. went down & worked on Powells
claims to try them. did not pay very well.
Friday August 12. Cool Morning. did Nothing to day.
Saturday August 13. very cool Morning. Mr. Bixby
& my self went out to take a hunt. we went up on to one of
the highest peaks with the exception of Pikes peak & Longs
Peak. had a fine view of the Snowy Range & Surrounding
Country & the valley of the Platte.
Sunday August 14. Rained all Day. did Some washing to day. Mr. Hulbert went to Gregories Diggins & got
a letter for Mr. Bixby.
Monday August 15. went down the gulch & Made Arrangements for a wagon to take our Provisions down to the
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foot of the Mountains & I went the whole length of the gulch
& Recorded all of the Claims I could get to Record & at
Night took our Cattle out of the Ranch & I paid for the
Ranching of them four Dollars then hitched them to the
wagon & brought It up to our tent.
Tuesday August 16. Packed all of our traps & I &
Mr. Bixby bought out Mr. holmes half of the whip Saw gave
him after deducting out what the saw had earned, 11.80 &
took out what had bin payed out for beaf 5.85 then we gave
him 6.00 for his Share 3.00 apiece & then we started with
our team for the foot of the mountains & got about 4 miles
& camped for the night. after Supper It Rained very hard
& wet us all through & our brush House also. after It
Stoped we built a large fire In front'of our House & Dried
our selves & bed clothes & went to bed & slept sound on the
ground.
Wednesday August 17. Arose before Sun Rise & let
our oxen out to feed. three of our men went out & took a
Hunt & got a black tailed Deer. they brought In the hind
quarters & then we Started & drove to the Toll Road which
saves going over Several large hills which are very Steep.
the toll was 100 but he let us through for 75cts. Mr. Hulbert payed one half of the toll 371;2cts. & the other party
the other half & went on & camped for the night on the top
of a high Hill. It Rained very hard in the fore part of the
night.
Thursday August 18. foggy & Rainey. got our Breakfast & Started on & got to the foot of the Mountains or Rappahoe about 2 oclock & put on our traps Into out wagon &
found several pieces of the wagon missing & did not pay
th~ storage nor Ranch Bill but Started for a Black Smith
Shop to get it Repaired. took our wheels off & put them
into Clear Creek to Swell.
Friday August 19. very pleasant Morning. Started
for Denver & got there after Dinner & bought some bacon
30 lbs. 25cts. per lb. Mr. Bixby paid 3.45 & Mr. Hulbert
4.05 got some Molasses 2 gallons 2.50 per gallon. Hulbert
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paid 2.25 & Davis 2.75 & then we bought 20 lbs of Sugar
20cts. per lb. Davis paid for It 4.00 & wrote & put a letter
in the office for George L. Davis, Shrensburg, Massachusetts, then took both of my guns up to Mr. Hawkins, the gun
smith to get them Repaired. had the tumbler which was
broke mended & a new tube put In.
Saturday Aug. 20. got up early & Mr. Hulbert took the
team & Started out to get some feed for the oxen & Mr.
Bixby and My self stopped In town to get our guns. I
bought one bottle of olive oil & paid 1.25 for It & paid 2.00
for Repairing Guns & then went on & overtook Mr. Hulbert
about 6 miles up the Platte above Denver. here we camped
for the night.
Sunday August 21. travelled all day to catch up with
some waggons which were ahead of us but did not see them.
went across & did not get any water all Day but saved 10
Miles travell & camped at night within one mile of the Saw
Mill on or about Plum Creek.
Monday Aug. 22. pleasant Morning Started on &
went by the saw mill and struck the platte Road on Plum
Creek & followed It all Day & camped on Plum Creek at
night.
Tuesday August 23. Cool Morning. Drove one half
Day & then Stoped & went up Into the Mountains & Casems.
Some of which were very Large 60 ft. long by 20 wide &
30 ft. high & other smaller ones. the Rest of the boys Hulbert & Bixby went over the Mountains to look for gold &
returned late In the evening & brought some Relics of the
Indians or which had bin used by the Indians, Arrow heads
& curious pieces of stone.
Wednesday Aug. 24. very fine Morning. Arose & got
breakfast. bought 2 quarts of milch of a man that was
camped close to us 10cts per qt. I paid for one half & Bixby
the other then I & Bixby went out to prospect. went about
5 miles & dug a hole a ft deep & did not get the cholor. tried
It on the bed Rock & did not get It & gave It up & picked our
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pan part full of Raspberries & came home & made them into
Pies. & Made a pot pie of Antelope for supper.
Thursday August 25. very cool but clear. Hitched up
our team and Started on. Mr. Bixby & I went out a hunting
& did not get In until 4 oclock P. M. Saw 25 Antelope but
did not get any. Made a Dinner out of choak cherries &
goosberries. Came In to the wagon & got a bite & Mr.
Hulbert & I went Ollt & stayed untill Dark but had the same
Luck. Got In, took our supper & gave a Stranger his supper' & let him sleep In our tent. he had Lost his team &
could not overtake It that night.
Friday 'August 26. beautiful Morning. Started &
Drove on to Red Rock & there met one of the Hall boys &
Mr. Sargents party & camped with them for the night.
Saturday August ,27. fine Morning. Started on Leaving Fikes Peak, Sodi Springs & a small town by the name of
Red Rock on our Right a few Miles & followed fountain
quiboulle right Down. Mr. Bixby killed a wolf In the afternoon. We made a good Drive to Day & passed the Road
'that Leads to Denver by way of Cherry Creek & camped on
the fountain quiboulle at night. Thundered all night off
In the Mountains beyond Pikes Peak but did not Rain on
us In the valley.
Sunday August 28. OH! tis a beautiful morning, a
fine breeze 'just cool enough to make a fellow feel good.
comes down from the Snow Range & here we are without
our coats on & bare footed & as hearty as bucks, thank god
for our good health & the pure Mountain that we breath.
After Dinner Yoked up our oxen & Drove on about 5 miles
to get feed for our cattle. Striped our selves & took a wash
in the water which comes Down from the mountains.
Monday August 29. foggy & Rainey untill about noon
then cleared off & was quite pleasant In the afternoon. we
killed three Jack ass Rabbits which will last us several
Days for meat for they are very large. Camped at night on
, the fountain quiboulle.
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Tuesday August 30. pleasant. Drove on & came to
Fountain City, a small place with about 15 mud houses.
the Inhabitants were about all Americans. they Raise some
vegitables, water melons & musk melons, cucumbers, corn,
turnips &c by irrigating the soil. we passed on to the right
of the town & fordea the arkansas River & camped for the
rest of the day & had Splendid feed for our Cattle. Got
some grapes In the weeds where we camped.
Wednesday August 31. foggy & Rainey. Drove 15
Miles without seeing wood or water but the road was as
levell as a house floor. got to wood & water there being no
feed for our cattle we took a cold bite under the largest
cotton wood tree I ever saw. It was 25 feet in circumferance then went on, It Raining all the time as hard as It
could pour untill we found feed then camped but the Soil
was so clayi that we could not find a place to pitch out tent
so we had to sleep In the Wagon. When we were Stakeing
our oxen I killed the largest Rattle Snake that I ever saw.
he Had 11 Rattles on. Rained all night very hard. Slept
with our wet clothes on & came out as limber as eels In
the Morning.
Thursday September 1. Rained as hard as ever all
Day. passed one old Stock Ranch 700 Cattle In it & forded
severall small Streams which had Raised very high since
the Rain had commenced & were very rappid. camped at
night on the bank of a small stream, built us a fire In front
of our tent and went to bed but the wolves Disturbed our
Slumbers Several times During the night & we got up &
tried to get a Shot at them but It was so Dark we could not
See them.
Friday September 2. foggy & cool. Drove on untill
about Noon & camped on the bank of a Stream that was so
high & Rappid that we couldnt ford It with Safety. Saw
Several flocks of Antelopes During the A. M. but got none of
them. In the afternoon Mr. Hulbert went out & shot a wild
Turkey which was very nice.
Saturday Sep. 3. fine Morning but the water was so
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high that we could not cross so we all went out a Hunting
& got several Turkeys.

Sunday September 4. foggy. the water had fallen Several Inches so we yoaked our ·oxen and Drove across &
camped on the other side all Day, It being Sunday. Mr.
Hulbert & I went up the creek to see if we could find one of
the turkeys that Mr. Bixby shot but did not get the day
before. We found It & tracked a large bear for 11;2 miles
but could not find him.
Monday September 5. Cool & Raining. got our cattle
& Started & Drove untill two oclock & camped by the side
of a small stream called the Green Horn. Some of our boys
were out a Hunting & did not get in untill late so we Did
not Start untill the next Day. Mr. Hulbert & Bixby brought
In an Antelope we skined It & had some of It for Supper.
Rained at Night.
Tuesday Sept. 6. Repaired the bridge a little & Started
on with a fair prospect of fine weather & made a good Long
Drive over beautiful Prairie leaving the Snow Covered
Range of Mountains on our Right. Camped at night on the
bank of a small [torn] In company with two other wagons
from Mora loaded with flour bound for Bolder City.
Wednesday September 7. fine Morning. Drove on to
a small creek over good land & camped & found the bushes
covered with wild plumbs the Largest I ever saw & very
Sweet.
Thursday Sept. 8. fair but cool went out & picked
about one bushell of the plumbs & then forded the creek &
went on our way which was over the Rattoon Mountains &
we had a nice Mountain Road as ever I saw. Camped In
the Mountains at night & found a plenty of Choak Cherries
where we camped. our cattle Strayed away or was frightened by a Bear During the night.
Friday Sept. 9. Went after our cattle & found them
about 11;2 miles beyond where we camped. Drove them
back & got our Breakfast & Started on. met two wagons
& several Men, Mexicans & Americans on Ponies. Drove on
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& In the afternoon had Some very bad Road but got over It
& got to the foot of the Mountains & camped for the night.

Saturday Sept. HI. beautiful Morning the Sky as clear
as a bell & the air mild we Drove untill 7 oclock In the
Evening & found no wood & not any water but camped for
the night & took a cold bite & went to bed.
Sunday Sept. 11 fogy & Rainey arose before Daybreak
& Started on to find wood & water & Drove untill 10 oclock
A. M. before we found any water & not but little wood then
we camped for the Day & the Dutchman that were In company with us went on again at noon for the want of Provisions. we stoped untill
Monday Sept. 12 & It continued to Rain so thought we
would not Start untill It stoped & It continued on untill
night So we did not Start at all. In the Evening just as we
were going to bed we were Supprised by a party of Comanche Indians. they crossed the creek & Drove up to our
camp I expected we were gone up there being only three of
us but they were friendly & we gave them a pot of coffey
& some bread & they made a fire by the side of our tent &
all Sat Down & eate their Supper After they were through
they went about 4 Rods from our tent & cut some bushes
Stuck them Into the ground, twisted the tops together
Spread their blankets over It & went to bed. we kept watch
all night but they did not come near us.
Tuesday Sept. 13. before Day Break we heard some
more Indians coming. we hardly knew what to do but concluded to Stay where we were & If they molested us to Sell
out as Dear as possible so we got out Rifles all In Readiness
for a life or Death Struggle. they came on about 50 of them
all on mules, Men, Squaws, Pappooses. They Stopped a little while & wanted some thing to eat but we told them there
was too many of them they would Eat us all out & they all
went on but 6 & we got them a hard buscuit apiece & on
they went. after breakfast we hitched up & went on after
them as they were going the same way that we were.
Camped at night In Rio Valley, a beautiful place where
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there were thousands of Sheep & Cattle & had a fine nights
Rest.
Wednesday Sept. 14. fogy but quite warm. Drove
over beautiful Prairies & passed the little town called Rio,
Leaving It on our Right about two miles. the Comanches
were there trading their mules for ponies. Rio Is a Small
place. there Is a few Spaniards & 5 or 6 Americans. we
passed on & came to some men cutting Hay for the government cutting & stacking for 5.00 per ton. we conversed
with them some & went on & camped at night In a valley by
the side of a lake which was covered with mud hens. the
valley was Surrounded by Mountains on all sides but It was
one of the pleasantest you would find In a days Drive.
Thursday Sept. 15. Oh! Tis a Splendid Morning &
warm as July I went out & shot some of the Ducks they were
as fat as a ball of butter then we started on & got to the
Okata Creek at noon Took Dinner & went on following behind 10 Government wagons loaded with Hay bound (to)
fort Unions. we camped at night by the side of the Road &
close to a Small Lake but had not any wood So we took a
cold Bite & while we were doing that out oxen got away &
we could not find them that night.
Friday Sept. 16. pleasant Morning arose before Sunrise & went after the oxen & found them about three miles
from camp. Drove them back & got breakfast & started on
& got to Fort Union at noon, there being no feed about the
fort we took a cold bite & drove on to find feed for our oxen
& wood & water for our selves which we found about 3 miles
from the fort, up a canion, on the road to Mora. In the
Mountains camped at night by the side of a little stream
where we had a plenty of water, wood & grass for our
cattle.
Saturday Sept. 17. fine but cool untill the sun comes
out & then very warm. Started for Mora, 18 miles from
fort Union through some of the Beautifulest valleys I ever
sawall Encompassed by high Mountains & the Rocks set
up edgeways. we Drove within 3 miles of Mora & camped
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In the Suberbs of the town or the valley of Mora, where
they Raise wheat, corn, potatoes In abundance & the nicest
wheat I ever saw. they thresh It on the ground In large
yards 25 ft. In Diameter. turn In cows, Mules, goates, sheep
&c & Drive them around over It to clear It up they use
wooden bowles& a little whisp.
Sunday Sept. 18. Splendid Morning got some milch &
some green corn & kept the sabath. Did Some washing &
took a bath our selves.
Monday Sept. 19. fine Morning. got some more Milch
& corn 35 cts. & Started for Mora & got there about 10
oclock A. M. & camped within a few rods of town & went
In & saw the fashins.
Tuesday Sep. 20. heavy Dew During the night almost
like a Shower of Rain but the Sun Is very warm when It
Strikes Down Into the valley & Dries It up very fast. to
Day we Drove out to the base of the mountain & to the
mouth of a canion & found grass, wood & water & camped
there for a while & went Into town to see if we could (find)
any thing to Do for the winter. to Day they Started the
first Reaper that they ever hadln New Mexico & all of the
people In Town were out to see It run. we got some peaches
to Day & they were very good. they were Raised at San
Miguel about 45 miles from Moro where they Raise apples,
peaches, plums, charries, water mellons.
Wednesday Sept. 21. Splendid Morning. Mr. Bixby
& my self went up the Canon to see If we could find any gold
but without success. came back & did some washing.
Thursday Sept. 22. Very fine Morning. went to town
to Day & Stayed untill noon but Saw Nothing of Importance. Sugar of all kinds sells for three bits per lb. calicoes
6 yards for 100 all kinds. Shoes of all kinds from a fine
Ladys Slipper up to a mans brogan 1.75, flour 700 per 100
lbs. wheat 150 per fanego 21;2 bushells.
Friday Sept. 23. nice but cool. at noon yoked our oxen
& Started for Las Vegas which was about 18 miles from
Mora. we passed through one Small villiage & camped at
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night in a beautiful Valley where there was a plenty of
wood, water & grass & all hemed In by lofty Ranges of
Mountains. The valleys are generally covered with Sheep,
goats, cows & oxen, mules, Ponies &c.
Saturday Sept. 24. fine Morning. Started on & passed
one small town, and came to Sapio, another small town
with one store & that kept by an American. there was a
flowering mill to be Started the same Day we were there
about' 2 miles above town on the creek by the same name
(Sapio). there Is also a saw Mill in the vacinity of Sapio.
we Drove on & camped In a valley without wood & nothing
but alkali water for ourselves & cattle, the ground was
covered with white & very poor grass.
Sunday Sept. 25. beautiful Morning. the men &
women are Returning on mules & Jack asses from the fandango which they have· bin to during the night at Las
Vagas. A Man & woman are on an ass & both astride of
him & a baby In her arms. we packed up & Drove out about
3 miles & found a stream of better water, feed & grass,
wood &c. camped for the Day within 2 Miles of Las Vagas,
at night just as we were going to bed a thunder storm
arose & the wind blew violently & the rain was very cold
but It Stoped In about one hour & we went to Sleep.
Monday Sept. 26. Very cool. the Mountains off north
of us were covered with Snow During the night. Mr.
Bixby & I went on to Las Vagas & looked around. It Is
quite a place but business was very Dull & we found nothing
to do. we Returned to camp at night very tired.
Tuesday Sept. 27. fine morning. Started & Drove our
team up to Las Vagas. Made Some Enquiries about the
Road & went on. we carried Water & camped at noon
where the grass was Rather Short took a cold bite & Drove
on & Drove untill late In the Evening before we found
water & that was not fit for man or Beast to Drink. we
Drove over the best Road I ever saw the color of the Soil
was Red & the valleys were Dotted with trees all the way
Saw the tree called the Pinone. we camped & took a cold
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bite & then watched our cattle all night for fear of their
being Stolen.
Wednesday Sept. 28. fine Morning. Started & Drove
on over a nice Road through the Mountains. passed one
Mud House (by the way I wish to have it understood that
all of the Houses In this country are built of mud.) he had
a small garden, beans, turnips, onions & tobacco were all the
productions. we went Into the House & found things very
neat. the ground was partly covered with buffalo & sheep
Skins & a bench ran along 2/3 of the way around the Room
& just large enough for one to lay on. besides this was one
table,· a bottle of whiskey. the family consisted of one
young man, two women & about one Dozzen children all
about of one Size and all naked. we passed on & camped In
the valley but found no water except what stood In pools
& that was thick as mud & full of sheep & goat manure but
we made It go. watched our cattle all night.
Thursday Sept. 29. cool & windy. Drove on & came to
Antoncheco, a Small town. here we crossed a River & Drove
on over a very Rough Road up over the mountain & the
wind blowing a liveing gale from the north west. we
camped on the top of the Mountain & found no Water &
grass very short but we had some water In our Keg to cook
with So we made out. two waggons camped with us, both
American men & they had a Dog. we Did not watch our
cattle.
Friday Sept. 30. Cool, water froze %, of an Inch In
our water bucket. Drove on & camped at night In the
Mountains & did not have any water for our selves or Cattle but found good feed. the Nut Pine grows In abundance
all through this Section of the country & the nuts are very
good.
Saturday Oct. 1, 1859. fine Morning. Started & Drove
on to find water & Drove about 18 miles before we Stoped
or found any & then In Small ponds but we were glad
enough to get that for we were very Dry & our cattle to for
it was almost night when we got there. we filled all of our
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kegs after letting our cattle drink all they would & got our
Dinner & then Drove about one mile to get wood & grass &
camped for the night.
Sunday Oct. 2. very cool but pleasant. did not Start
to Day. Laid by & Rested our Cattle & Drove them about
one mile to get water but had good feed.
Monday Oct. 3. Cool. Ice In the ( ) lh Inch thick but
very hot as soon as the sun came out. Mr. Bixby went out
& Shot an Antelope & came on & overtook the wagons &
got two Mules & went back after the Antelope. We Drove
on untill about 11 oclock at night & found Some grass but
no water. built a camp fire & let our cattle feed a little then
drove them up & staked them down and went to bed.
Tuesday Oct. 4. fine weather. found water for our Cattle at 11 oclock & then drove on untill noon & stoped & got
our Dinner & then I & Mr. Bixby. went on a head to find
the mill at Canion Seat [Canoncito]. found It & all three of
(us) got jobs. we Drove our team up by the Mill & camped
for the night.
Wednesday Oct. 5. cool but fair. went to work for
Mr. Hubble, as Enjineer on a new Steam Enjine just Set
up & the first job I had to do was to make a joint under the
boiler to connect the mud or blow off Pipe then repaired
some Small joints & screwed up the bolts In the Drum.
Thursday Oct. 6. Splendid Morning. Started up &
run a few Moments & the joints under the Boiler gave out
& we had to blow off the Boiler & make a new joint.
Friday Oct. 7. filled the Boiler with the assistance of
all carrying water In buckets & got ready to Start In the
morning.
Saturday Oct. 8. Started up & run all Day & sawed
lumber.
Sunday Oct. 9. very fine. Did some washing & went
up to the Spring.
Monday Oct. 10. Fair. Started up & run all Day very
well.
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Tuesday Oct. 11. Cool. had a violent Hale Storm.
Wednesday 12. All went well but the saw. the Sawyer
could not make It Run Right.
Thursday Oct. 13. fair. we run the mill day and
night. things began to go very well & the lumber to Roll
out.
Friday Oct. 14. The Mill goes very well but Shakes
some as yet.
Saturday Oct. 15. the Rain Stoped us from Running
the Mill not being covered. we cast the belts off & worKed
about the engine.
Sunday Oct. 16. worked all Day about the Engine
Packing.
Monday Oct. 17. Cool but showery. went to Board
with Mr. Hubble at noon. Mr. Bixby came to learn to run
the engine to Day.
Tuesday Oct. 18. Fair but cool. bought one pair of
Shoes of Mr. Hubble, 1.60 paid for them.
Wednesday Oct. 19. To day we sold Mr. Hubble the
Remainder of our Provisions & Everything went off well
until
Saturday 22 when one of our valves Stoped working &
we had to blow off the boiler & examine It & found It completely coated over with a sort of Lime & Sand. got them
all Right again & run very well untill
Tuesday Oct. 25 at night while I was gone to my Supper Mr. John Hubble Started the Engine with Sutch a head
of Steam as to break the Saw Sash Pitman.
Thursday Oct. 27. had a Snow Storm but the snow all
went off in the Morning.

REVIEWS

The Great Plains. By Walter Prescott Webb, associate
professor of history in the University of Texas. (Ginn and
Company, 1931. Pp. xL, 535. $3.80.)
When geographers and historians join in a round table
discussion of the influence of physical factors upon the life
of mankind, disagreement usually follows, as the former are
apt to claim more than the latter will concede. Speaking
as a historian, however, Professor Webb concedes much. In
fact, his book is a very suggestive, and, on the whole, rather
convincing "case study" of the influence of nature upon
man. Devoting himself to a single environmental unit, the
author notes how it affected three races who came successively into contact with it: the Indians, the Spaniards, and
the Americans. The Indians of the Plains were nomadic,
non-agriCultural, and were dependent for their existence
upon the buffalo. Their culture came to center around the
horses which the Spaniards had ,brought to America and
which found a natural home on the plains. Mounted, the
Plains Indians ranged further, became less inclined to agriculture, more warlike, and far better buffalo hunters than
they had ever been before. They also became formidable
fighters, "the most formidable Indians to face or to fight,"
says Professor Webb, "that were found anywhere on the
American frontier."
In spite of the fact that the Great Plains had a climate
much like that of Spain, Professor Webb shows that the
success of the Spanish explorers in the New World was
much less pronounced in that region. The problem of subsistence proved difficult, though not insuperable, as the explorers learned to drive cattle, sheep, and pigs with them on
the hoof. Comparing the two great expeditions to the
Plains environment, that of Coronado from the west and
that of De Soto from the east, the author finds that in each
case the Indians themselves furnished the Spaniards a guide
417
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to lead them into the Plains where they could find no food.
In both cases the main army was left behind and a picked
army was sent forward. In both cases it was believed that
an extensive expedition into the Plains would be attended
with disaster. Professor Webb gives two reasons for the
failure of the Spaniards in their approach to the Great
Plains: first, the Spanish colonial system, based on the exploitation of the natives, was not applicable to the nomadic
and propertyless people who roamed the plains; second, the
mounted Apaches and Comanches proved too formidable for
the Spaniards. The task of conquest and occupation eventually grew impossible, "owing to the fact that the Indians
learned to use horses."
Writers sometimes refer to the ax, the rifle and the
boat as being the instruments with which the American
pioneers conquered the frontier. Professor Webb shows,
however, that the ax was relatively unimportant where
there were no trees, and the boat where there was no water.
The rifle and the pistol proved inadequate weapons on the
Plains. A Comanche might ride three hundred yards and
discharge twenty arrows while a Texas Ranger was reloading his weapon. The Indians had the advantage until
Samuel Colt invented the six-shooter, which multiplied
every soldier by six, thus revolutionizing plains warfare in
the United States. The cost of building fences in a treeless
country presented a serious problem, which was finally
solved by the invention of barbed wire. Similarly, the
search for water led to a wide use of windmills, and western
farming to the extensive use of McCormick reapers and
other big farm machinery.
The Great Plains is a distinct contribution to the history of the American frontier. Historical students who
heard Professor Webb discuss "The Great Plains and the
Industrial Revolution" at the Boulder Conference on Western History, in June, 1929, as well as those who merely read
the paper as published in The Trans-Mississippi West
(Boulder, 1930), will read the book with great pleasure and
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profit. The book will also make a strong appeal to the
popular reader. It is decidedly readable, and it is not surprising that the Book-of-the-Month Club has recommended
it as an alternate choice for September.
MARION DARGAN.

The Life and Adventures of James P. Beckwourth.
Edited by T. D. Bonner. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1931. xl+405 pp. Frontispiece. $4.00.)
The title-page of this book is misleading, for it is
really a current editing by Bernard De Voto of a book which
first appeared in 1856, written by T. D. Bonner (as shown
by the original title-page) from the dictation of the famous,
or notorious, mulatto, Jim Beckwith.
To the serious student of the development of the American frontier, the book is much more apt to prove exasperating than helpful, or even interesting. De Voto argues
that Beckwourth (as he chose to call himself) is credible in
his reminiscenses "when he is talking about any subject
but himself," but admits that this is "a drastic limitation,
since Jim discusses other subjects only through inadvertence... Beckwourth takes the stage, and the whole West
appropriately revolves round him." (p. xxii) In other
words, the only value of the book, historically, is the indirect evidence which it may yield, and as to such evidence the
reader will probably agree with Chittenden, who called
Beckwourth a "redoubtable prevaricator" and said that
"the whole work is replete with fable, and there probably is
not a single statement in it that is correct as given." (p. xx)
De Voto himself says that "he is wholly unreliable fn three
matters: numbers, romance, and personal grandeur."
(p. xxiii)
. Drawing on his memory in 1855, Beckwourth glosses
over a period as recent as that from 1850 to 1852. Within
this period falls a letter which is in the archives in Santa
Fe, which shows the opinion held of him by some of those
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with whom he had business dealings. Jacob Hall, of McCoy,
Waldo & Company, wrote to Manuel Alvarez, under date of
Independence, Mo., Feb. 1, 1852:
" ... You say in a letter written August last that Beckwith acknowledged to you that he owed us $35.00 and was
ready to pay it. Would not that be evidence enough to
prove his suit a piece of villany? I have written to Garey &
Pellins and asked them to send a commission here to take
the deposition of Young, Martin, Van Epps, and a man by
the name of Joseph Kitham, who lived with Beckwith last
winter. I have the depositions of these men here in our
cases against Beckwith in this court. They prove that the
contract between me and Beckwith was that he only was to
get pay for the cattle that were alive and in good traveling
order in the spring. Beckwith's own witnesses prove that
they all died but one. I expect to be in Santa Fe next season
and if I can get Van and Young and Martin's evidence before the grand jury, Mr. Beckwith will have to stand a trial
for perjury or I am much mistaken."
For the last years of Beckwourth's life, De Voto has
relied chiefly on an article by LeRoy R. Hafen in the Colorado Magazine, V. 134-139. The latter has an interesting
photograph of Beckwourth in 1864, together with one of the
squaw Sue, the last of an indefinite succession of wives.
De Voto has made a masterly but futile attempt to rehabilitate this shabby old frontiersman and his pack of
yarns. Doubtless the book will go on the shelves of many
libraries, but under what classification? It may be found
necessary to create a new section of "mendacious literature"
and enter this book as "number 1."

L.E.E.
Caballeros: The Romance of Santa Fe and the Southwest. By Ruth Laughlin Barker. Illustrated by Norma
Van Sweringen. (D. Appleton and Co., New York, 1931.
$3.00.)
A book that is, indeed, romance. What though the
author does interpolate a chapter on "The City of Contrasts," which gives all the modern color and "progress" of
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Old Santa Fe? What though she admits that there are
streets with disturbing modern names, and bus lines, and
couriers; and what though there are, in sooth, Hamburgerizers, and garish filling stations?
Ruth Laughlin Barker set out to tell the story of "The
Romance of Santa Fe and the Southwest" and she stuck to
her text. She has remained in the purlieus of the little
Spanish town. The visitor to this capital who fails to see
what she has described has only himself to blame. If there
is more modernity than he was led to believe, if he expected
to view stately Doiias and Hacendados, gilded grandees and
"Men on Horseback" parading by the bus station, we find on
careful perusal of Caballeros that the author promised
nothing of the kind, and that, moreover, the substance of
her picture is here-behind adobe walls, in little-frequented
streets, beyond alfalfa fields and over the hills-and at
Fiesta time, all over the place.
The old-timer in Santa Fe, whose familiar friends of
years' standing are "Joe" and "Frank" and "Mike," may
awake with a start to the fact that these are "Don Coronel
Jose" and "Senor Francisco" and "Don Miguel," but-beyond the adobe wall, in the patio, in the procession of
Corpus Christi-inside the life that is inside the town, is
it not so?
,
Que triste, that Caballeros is not all of Santa Fe; but
que alegre, that it is still so much of Santa Fe! And most
gratifying, that the writer has so steadfastly painted the
picture of her choosing without cluttering up the composition with distracting incongruity, if we except the chapter on "The City of Contrasts" and the one on "Where
Americans are Anglos"-concessions perhaps of the epic
and the folk-tale to guide-book accuracy, and partaking distinctly of the flavor of Sunday magazine articles. But
grateful critics in the East have already appreciated
Caballeros as a guide-book to the Spanish Southwest, and
after all, the chapters referred to, free the author's skirts of
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culpability for misleading the visitor into expecting an allHispanic Santa Fe and environs.
Ruth Laughlin Barker has achieved a very unusual
thing. She has lived among Spanish-speaking neighbors in
Santa Fe since her first birthday. She writes with entire
certainty and minute detail, with authoritativeness unreserved, about New Mexico Spanish people, life, customs, religion, arts, traditions, thought, and conversation. She has
the completely sympathetic viewpoint of one who has always loved these people. But on the other hand she senses
the folk-value, the quaintness, the foreignness of this scene
as would a newcomer discovering New Spain for the first
time. The fact that the book is entering its second edition
may prove that it thus has a telling appeal to the general
public.
Change has come to old Santa Fe in the past few years.
Ruth Laughlin Barker's picture is composite of present and
past, the past she has known; the prelude a glamorous narrative placing the historical background, than which none
on the continent is more brilliant or stirring.
The writer leaves nothing of color out of her historical
tale. She may have exaggerated the number and the
splendor of the "ricos" of other days. Whether there were
in reality fewer or more caballeros .. whether all adobe salas
were resplendent with Andalusian glory or merely reasonably small and rather dark rooms in comfortable Spanishcolonial houses; whether the coaches of the wealthy had
four horses or six, and passing the question of the number
of mounted outriders, the historical records of the luxurious
wardrobe of Juan de Onate alone makes the sky the limit.
It is a gorgeous tale of a gorgeous time. She tells the story
as one who knows it, not as material gathered from moldy
archives; she has made it a living narrative. Starting with
Cortes, the first "Man on Horseback" in the new world, she
follows swiftly down the picaresque horse-trail of romance,
danger, beauty, and cloth-of-gold to the Cordova, and the
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Agua Fria, and the Santa Fe-of-Now, where the daily salutation on the plaza is, as of old: "Caballero!"
The resurgence of the colonial arts, the renascence of
fiestas, the return of old songs and dances, fit into her picture of a vital survival. Certainly she has helped to make
this culture live. Whether or not the old ways are vanishing, retreating further into the "Rio Arriba," the mountain
hinterland where, "in self-contained isolation," the antique
Spanish life remained static for centuries, she tells the
reader where to find these old ways. If one wants to know
of their architecture, of their homes and families and work
and play, of their trails and sanctuaries, "When the Saints
Play," "Old Plays of Passion, Love, and War," of "The
Gifts of God," of "Wooden Saints," or "Lost Treasures," it
is all here.
The book is a beautiful piece of work, and not the least
of its attractions are the sketches by the illustrating artist,
Norma Van Sweringen.
Incidentally, the three-color
caballero of the jacket, on his rearing steed, ought to be irresistible on any book-stand.
~. DANA JOHNSON.
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McKnight & Richardson, 276
McNally, 2nd, Lieut. Christopher H., 330
Mecham, Dr. J. Lloyd, 308
Medical history of Fort Concho (reference), 241
Melons, 128
Mendoza, Don Antonio, 122
Mendoza, Don Pedro Hurtado de, 125
Mendinueta, Governor Don Pedro Fermin
de, 21, et seq.
Mescaleros, 63
Mesilla, 253, 258, 327
"Mesilla College," 260
Mesilla Park, 327 (note)
Mesilla Times, 254, 259
Mills, W. W., Forty Years at El Paso (reference), 333
Missouri Gazette, 362
Mitchell, Gov. Robert B., 322, 376
Modoc War, 68
Mogollon, 42-64, passim
Moqui, 115, 158-230, passim
Monuculos, 124
Montoya, Diego, 213
Montoya, Salvador, 206-219, passim
Mora, 411, 412
Moreau & Marks, 267
Morgan, Miguel, 1, et seq.
Morlete, Capt. Juan de, 307
Mosonavi (Hopi village), 209, 220, 221, 222
Munoz, Francisco, 18, 19
Murray, Lindley, 363
Mythen, Rev. James, 323
Nacameri, 118
Nacimiento, El, 321
Nambe, 348
Naranjo, Jose Manuel, 377
Narbona, Ensign Don Antonio, 52, 57, 62
Nava, Pedro de, 48, 49, 52
Navajos, 31, 34; country, 162
Navajo-Apaches, 165 (note)
Navarre, 24
Navarro, Don Juan Jose (1744), 25
Neighbors, Robert S., 235 (& note)
New Found Letters of Josiah Gregg, by
John Thomas Lee; reviewed, 317
New York Journal of Commerce, quoted,
251
New York Tribune, quoted, 244
Nicolo, Padre Maria, 119
Nieto, Don Antonio Bezerra, 158 (note)
Nijar, Indians, 117

INDEX
Norton, A. B., 238, 239
Nuestro Padre de San Ignacio mission, 118,
142
Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe de Alona
(mission), 165 (note), 320
Nuestra Senora de los Dolores (mission),
116 (note), 142
Nushoninovi, 210 (note)
Oaboponomas, 117
Obregon (corregidor), 7, 9, 13
Ojo Pescado, 321
Olguin, Maestre de Campo Thomas, 171.
224, passim
Onate, Don Juan de, 121, 308
Opodepe, 139
6pata nation, 42, 114
Oposena (village), 142
Oquitos (village), 142
Oraibi, 163, 165, 209, 227, 322, 376
Order of Santiago, 24, 172 (note)
Oro, Pedro de, 18
Orona, 394
Osage, 234
Osores, Dr. Felix de, 303
Otomies, 137
Our Father of San Ignacio (mission), 14
Our Lady of Cures (village), 141
Our Lady of Guadalupe of Zuni, pueblo
of, 58
Our Lady of Sorrows (mission), 141
Overland Mail Company, 279
Overland with Kit Carson, by George
Douglas Brewerton; reviewed, 310-313
Pacheco, Francisco, 134
"Pacific Republic," 68
Page, Henry, 309
Palacios, Juan de, 149 (note)
Palo Duro Canyon, 242
Pantano, 53 (note)
Papabotas, 128, 132
Patangsi (Hopi), 360
Paul, Major Gabriel, 328
Pawnee ruin, 391
Pearls, 127
Pedro de los Rios, 9
Peiiazcosa. La, 54
Peralta, Pedro de, 308
Perea family, 383
Perea, Fray Estevan de 164 (note)
Perez, Antonio de. 18
Peso de antiguoB, de la tierra, de plata"
de prayecto, 337
Philippines, 120, 122
Piccolo, Padre Francisco Maria, 119 (note)
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Picnris (Pecuries) 30, 32
Pigeon '5 Ranch, 73
Pima Canyon, 62; gulf, 119; uprising, 143
Pimas, 41, 42, 53, 54, Ill, et seq.
Pimeria Alta, Ill, et seq.; fruits of, 128
Pimeria Baja, 114
Pimico, California Gulf, 115, 120, 126
Pinal, 61
Pinal Apaches, 83
Pinaleno Mountains, 43, 54 (note)
Pineda, Juan de la Rosa, 213
Pino, J ase Maria, 300
Pinole (corn meal), 190
Pinones, 47
Pitic, 42, 54
Pitiquin, village, 144
Plains, The Great, book by Walter P.
Webb, reviewed. 417-419
"Point of Rocks," 331
Populo, Mission of, 118
"Protectors of the Chichimeca Indians,"
307
Provincias Internss, 22, 48. 52
Puerto del Dado (Apache Pass), 62 & note
Punche, 350
Putnam, G. W., 297
Pyron, Major, 72, 73
Quegocii, 47, 64
Quiburi, 134 (note)
Quilcho Pass, 54
Qui-u-se.wa, 161
Rael, Eusebio, 212
Railroad Pass, 50
Ramirez, Fray Juan, 321
Ramirez, Don Serafin, 384
Rath, Charles, 236
Red River, 233, 235
"Relation of the Commodities of Nova
Hispana (1589), by Henry Hawks, 6
(note)
Reviews: The Santa Fe Trail. by R. I.
Duffus, 107, et seq q - Ancient Life in
the American Southwest, by Edgar L.
Hewett. 105, et seq... Nuevos Documen..
tos Inedito8 0 muy Raros para la Historia de Mexico. 303; Francisco de
Urdinola y el Norte de la Nueva
ES1>ana, by Vito Alessio Robles, 304, et
seq.; Wagons West, by Elizabeth Page,
309; Overland With Kit Carson, by
George Douglas Brewerton; Adven...
tures in the Santa Fe Trade, by James
Josiah Webb, 313; The Southwest Historical Series, 314, et seq.; New Found
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Letters of Josiah Gregg, by John
Thomas Lee, 317; America Moves
West, by Robert E. Riegel, 317; Westward, by E. Douglass Branch, 318;
The Great Plains, by Walter Prescott
Webb, 417; Life and Adventures of
James P. Beckwourth, by T. D.Bonnero ed. by Bernard de Voto, 419;
CabaUeT08, by Ruth Laughlin Barker,
420
Rico, Lieut. Col. Don Joseph Saenz, 66
Rio Colorado, 114, 116
Rio Conchos, 126
Rio Coral, 124
Rio del Altar, 118 (note); 134 (note)
Rio de la Sangre de Christo, 61
Rio de San Francisco, 49. 61
Rio de los Tizones, 124
Rio de San Miguel de Horcasitas, 118
(note)
Rio de Santa Cruz, 116
Rio de Sonora, 118
Rio Gila, 114
Rio Magdalena, 118
Rister, C. C., Harmful Practice8 of Indian Traders of the Southwe8t, 1865.
1876, 231-248
Rivas, Juan Garcia de la, 206 et 8eq.
Riveria, Enriquez de, 226
Roberts, John A., 266-302, passim
Romero, Capt. Balthazar, 213
Romero, Don Carlos Orozco, 308
Royal presidio of San Agustin of Tupson.
64
Rubro Sea. 114, 126
Saenz & Rohman, 271, 291
Saeta, Padre Javier, 139, 143
Safford, Governor, 21. 80
Salada river, 116, 117
Salazar y Villasenor, Gov. Jose C. M., 323
Salmeron, Baltasar Mexia, 13
Salt, 127
Salt River ( Azul), 116 (note)
Salvatierra, Padre Juan Maria de 123;
140 (note)
San Antonio, town, 178
San Antonio de Oquitoa, 132 (note)
San Atanasio, 66, 69, 64
San Augustine Pass, 332
San Bernardino, 46
San Bruno, 140 (note)
San Buenaventura. 42
San Carlos, 77
Sanchez, Franco, 13
liSan Diego de lOB Jemez," 160

San Diego Grant Company, 161
San Esteban de Neuva Tlaxcala, 308
San Felipe and Santiago de Janos (presidio). 138
San Felipe de Albuquerque, 172 (note) •
(see Albuquerque)
San Francisco, river, 42, 50, 55, 56
San Francisco Mountains, 49, 66, 69, 63
San Francisco Valley, 60
San Geronimo de Indios Taos, 26
Sangre de Christo river, 61
Sangre de Christo range, 66
San Ignacio river, 118
San Ildefonso (Yldefonso), 30, 32
San Javier del Bac, 116, 129, 137, 142
San Jose de Imuris (mission), 141
"San Juan de los Xemes." 169
San Juan de Ulua, 1, 2
San Juan Nepomuceno, 66
San Lucar de Barrameda, 6
San Marcial, 43, 61, 66
San Pablo (quarter) 12
San Pedro, 4
San Pedro Alcantara, 67, 59, 64
San Pedro de Tubutama, 141
San Pedro Valley, 42 (note), 50. 62, 117
(note)
San Phelipe, 177
San Rafael, 321
San Simon, 46, 51, 54 (note), 61
Santa Clara, 30, 32, 121
Santa Cruz, 49. 52. 53, 173
Santa Cruz de la Canada, 30, 32
Santa Fe, 40, 47, 49, 52, 315
Santa Fe-Alaviya, 380
Santa Fe Fiesta, origin of the, 323-325
Santa Fe Trail, The, by R. L. Duffus; reviewed, 107 et seq.
Santa Leogarda. 55
Santa Lucia, 44
Santa Maria, P. F. Agustin de, 204 (note)
Santa Maria Magdalena, 141
Santa Ritas. 43
Santa Rosalia de Palermo, mission, 143
Santa Teresa. 47
Santa Teresa Mountains, 43
Santa Teresa Springs, 53
Santee, J. F., The Battle of La Glorieta
Pas•• 66-75
Santiago de Cocospera, 141
Santiestevan, Salvador de, 212
Santofinia, 19
San Tomas, 282
Santos Martires, 142
San Vidal, 67
San Vidal Springs, 59, 63, 64
Sapio (town), 413

INDEX
"Saturday of Glory," 144
Savinilia, 357
Scurry, Lieut. Col., 73
Seligman, Arthur, 323
Seri, 114, 118, 128, 138
Serna, Captain (1716), 21
Seven Rivers,' 39
Sherman, Gen'l W. T., 237, 244
Shinn's ferry, 390
Sibley, Henry Hopkins, 68, 329
Sibuni, 117
Sierra Blanca, 37
-'Sierra de Cobre," 45, 47
Sierra de los Ayudantes, 55, 60, 64
"Sierra de la Florida," 43
Sierra de las Cabezas, 61
Sierra del Pinacate, volcanic cone, 116
(note)
Sierra del Potrero de Bernave, 43
Sierra del Telar, 60, 63
Sierra de San Francisco, 45
Sierra de Santa Clara, 116
Sierra de Santa Teresa, 62
Sierra of Chiguacagui, 138
Sierraa of the Great Teguay6, 115
Sinaloa, 114, 146 (note)
"aky blue" ahella, 120 (note)
Smith, J. G., 97, 317
Sledd, J oahua S., 264, 273, 282, 286, 293,
296, 296, 300
Slough, Col. John B., 70
Spindle, Ebeneaer, 312
Soba Pimaa, 114, 134
Sobaipuria, 114, 117, 127, 129
Socono (old pueblo), 36
Solomonsville, 61
Sonoita, Sonora, 116 (note)
Sonora, 39, 40, 47, 48, 114, 116 (note),
127, 128
South Sea, 119
Southern Pacific Railway, 60
Spaniards, unsuccessful on the plains, 418
Stephena, Alexander H. (letter). 249, et
seq.
Stewart, Norman, 279
Sto.te (Stoci) Apache acout, 50, 66, 64
Sumaa, 114
Tah-zay-Apache, 82, 87, 94
Tanos nation, 202, 209
Taoa, San Ger6nimo de, 26, 36
Taos "lightening," 108
Tapia, Lieut. Don Narciso, 44
Tapalo, 207 (note)
Tarahumara nation, 114
Tardeada, 64
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Taylor, J. N., 270
Teel, Major Trevanyon T., 69
Teiaa (Indiana), 126
tepari (bean), 128
Tepoca, 114, 138
terebrintha, tree of, 128
Terrenate hill, 117
Terranova, 120, 121
Teao, 123
Texaa flag, 72, 233, et seq.
Texcoco (town), 2" et seq.
Thanoa (village), 221

"The Good Bringing," A Tale from the
Hopi Pueblo of Oraibi, by Mrs. Isia
L. Harrington, 227-230
Thibault & Requier, 270
Thomas, Alfred B., Governor Mendinueta's
Proposals for the Defense of New
Me",ieo, 1772-1778, 21-39; review by,
303, 304
Tiguas, 209, 221
tilmada, 351
Titoi (Pima mythical character), 135
Tittman, Edward D.
(reference) 263
(note), 256 (note). 267 (note)
Tiz6n, 124
Tlaacaltecana, 308
Tome, 26, 103
Torremelano, 18
Towayalane, 320
Trade Route (Sonora to Santa Fe), 40, et
seq.
Treaty (with Comanchea 1771). 21
Trea Alamoa, 64, 62, 66
Truiillo family" 102
Taupe, Misaion of, 118, 143
Tubaca (aoldiera) 61, 52, 62
Tubutama (village), 142
Tunaa, 128
Turquoise, restraining flow of blood, 127
Tucaon, 40, 49, 51, 62 (note)
Tucson convention, 1861, 68
Tupson, 62, 65
Tuaayan, 162
Twitchell, Col. Ralph E., 158, 234 (note),
254
Twigga, General David E.; 33'0

Uburiqui, 116
Ugarte y Loyola, Jacobo, 41
Upper Miaaouri Agency, 234
Urdiiiola, Francisco de, 304
Ures, Mission of, 141"
Usap (plant), 138
Utea, 31, 34, 311, 397
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Valverde, battle of, 70
Valverde, Governor (1719), 21
Valdes, Don Francisco Cuervo y, 172
(note)
Val, Fray Juan de, 165
Valle de la Victoria, 55
Valle de Los Angeles, 49
vara, 339
Vaughan, Alfred J., 234
Vega y Coca, Capt. Miguel de la, 173
Velarde, Padre Luis, 111, et seq.; 119
(note)
Vezuales stones, 129
Vigil, Francisco Montes, 212, 213
Villa of Chaves, 101
V ineyard of Pimas, 129
Visitador, Padre, 147
V olcanoes of fire, 116

Wagons West, A Story of the Oregon
Trail, by Elizabeth Page (reviewed) ,
309, 310
"Wa-la-tu-wa" (pueblo), 162
Walker, Charles S., Jr., Confederate Government in Dona Ana County, 253302
Walpi (Gualpi), 159, 162
Walter, P. Ao F., reviews Aneient Life
in the Ameriean Southwest (Hewett),
105-107 ;. The Santa Fe Trail (Duffus),
107-109
Warner, Louis R., Conveyance of Property, The Spanish and Mexiean Way,
334-369
Warren's trading house, 233
Watts, Jo So, 254
·Webb, James J., 314

Webb, Walter Po, The Great Plains, reviewed, 417-419
"Weigher of the Flour," 18
Weld, Acting Gov., 70
Westward, The Romanee of the American
Frontier, by Eo Douglass Branch; reviewed, 318, 319
Wheat, '128
Wheeler, Second Lieutenant Joseph, 329
Wilcox, Captain Cadmus M., 329
Wilkinson & Price, 364
Wilson, Sergeant, 240
Wyllys, Dr. R. K.,. 158
Xavier (Apache guide), 43
Xavier, Marcos Montoya and Francisco,
173 (note)
Xeme (idol), 321
Xua (gum), 128
Yaquis, 114
Yrayabal, Fr., 158 (note), 159, 163, 164,
166, 170
Yres, 7
Yuma, 114, 117
Yumas, 121, 122, 137
Zarah, 236
Zerna, Captain, 216, 220, 223, 224
Zerna, Xptoval de la, 202, 212, 213
Zuni, 26, 28, 37, 40, 45, 50, 52, 58, 62, 63,
159, 220
Zuniga, Lieut-Col. Jose, 40 et seq.
Zuniga Journal, The, Tucson to Santa Fe
-The Opening of a Spanish Trade
Route, 1788-1795, by George P. Hammond, 40-65
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